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Chapter I

Introduction

The original objective of the present study was to provide an outside

evaluation of certain components of the Kalamazoo desegregation plan adopted

during the spring of 1971. Baseline data were collected during the last

three weeks of school, prior to desegregation, with the intention of observing

subsequent changes in the data at various times after the desegregation plan

had been implemented. Phase I of the study was to consist of the collection of

the baseline data in classrooms based on the neighborhood school concept. Pnase II

was to involve the collection of comparative data at appropriate times after the

desegregation plan had been put into effect.

It was recognized throughout the design of the study that, depending on

certain contingencies such as the coming school board election, legal actions, and

court decisions, Phase II may never occur. Due to the changed composition of the

school board resulting from the June election, it appeared that the desegregation

plan as originally adopted had been rescinded and would not be put into practice

immediately. In its place a voluntary desegregation plan was proposed. During

that time, the study took on a different thrust in that any eomparisons of data

collected in the near future with data collected last spring would have reflected

changes on criteria measures which were a function of a voluntary rather than a

forced desegregation program. At the time of this writing, a court decision has

been made which requires that the original plan be made operational. Regardless

of the type of desegregation plan finally adopted, the extensive data collected

last spring should be of vital concern to decision makers in the Kalamazoo Schools

as well as to school patrons.

The report presented here is a description of Phase I of the overall study.

Hence, the report is based only on the baseline data collected during the spring
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of 1971. This study compared 61 selected classroom verbal interaction variables

and several types of student opinions with racial composition of classrooms

based on the neighborhood school concept which was practiced last year. What

follows are a rationale for the data collected and comparisons made, procedures

followed in conducting the study, and the findings of Phase I.

Rationale and Related Literature

At the time the study was designed it was assumed that the Kalamazoo

Public School System was in a unique position in that it was the only school

system roughly representative of the black-white racial composition of the

United States to attempt desegregation through two-way bussing. Most other

school s,7stems, often mentioned as having achieved desegregation through bus-

sing,simply closed down substandard buildings in black neighborhoods and

bussed black children into white neighborhoods. The only school system,

Berkeley, to attempt complete two-way bussing was quite atypical due to its

dominant university influence and approxiamtely equal racial composition.

Furthermore, Berkeley collected no baseline data on the variables studied here

prior to implementing its desegregation plan, thus making it impossible to

measure the effect of the plan on such variables.

Arguments presented for and against forced desegregation are normally

based on personal philosophies and beliefs. From a scientific point of view

there are little solid empirical data related to desegregation effects, and

what data are available leave many questions unanswered regarding the desir-

ability of two-way bussing in a city such as Kalamazoo.

A few of the major summaries and findings are reported below. For a more

extensive discussion of studies related to desegregation effects the reader

is referred to Appendix A of this report.

In the most outstanding available review of research related to the

effects of desegregation St. John (1970) reviewed results of nearly 100 studies

9
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and discussed the rather obvious and serious research design limitations of

each. Among her conclusions were: ...integration has little negative effect

minority group performance and apparently has a positive effect, though it

is hard to be sure, since other variables could account for the observed

trends." and "...the case for the beneficial effect of desegregation is marred

by several methodological shortcomings." Studies completed since the report

by St. John continued to be plagued by the same methodological problems, and

some (Purl, 1971, and Aberdeen, 1970) revealed a disturbing negative effect

of desegregation on certain types of growth of black children.

In the study by Aberdeen, negative changes were found in the leadership

status of black children when this status in all-black classrooms was com-

pared to that in predominantly white classrooms to which the children were

bussed as a result of closing their neighborhood school in the black community.

Black children who had been leaders in the black majority classroom exper-

ienced an extreme loss of leadership when placed in a majority white classroom.

The prImary limitation of the research on desegregation was the lack

of contrJ1 of intervening variables sometimes referred to as confounding or

nuisance variables. Probably the most serious of these confounding variables

concerned the fact that the type of desegregation measured was not authentic

in the sense of reciprocal black and white involvement. That is, black

children were bussed into white communities while white children remained in

their neighborhood schools. Many black people interpret this kind of desegre-

gation as condescending acceptance of blacks by whites. In such situations

whites seem to be saying to blacks, "We will receive black children in our

neighborhoods so that they might benefit from the high level cultural experiences

available in the white community, but we believe that school attendance by white

children in black communities could only be detrimental." Such perceptions on

the part of black people might have been an overwhelming confounding variable

ioi
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accounting for the inconsistent findings of research on desegregation ef-

fects.

The type of baseline data collected here placed emphasis on student per-

formances which were slightly different from those receiving top priority in

other desegregation studies. Although schools are of vital importance to the

growth of children, they are often "taken too seriously" in that changes in

programs or practices are usually expected to result in immediate, signifi-

cant, and long-term changes in such variables as academic achievement and

attitudes toward an entire race of people. It is unreasonable to expect a

sudden meaningful change, either positive or negative, in academic achievement

or racial prejudice as a result of simply changing racial composition of

classrooms. Achievement and attitude are important variables to consider but

often too stable to reflect immediate change as a result of desegregation. Of

course, an important ultimate criterion for determining the effectiveness of

desegregation at the elementary level would be the nature of black-white

relationships of these same children several years later at the high school

level. But in the meantime, it is possible and important to obtain related

behavioral measures over which one can reasonably expect that changed racial

composition of classrooms might have some effect. Obtaining these measures

both before and after the implementation of a desegregation plan wo...Ad enable

one to identify strengths and weaknesses necessary for the modification of

existing plans and the development of new ones. The data discussed here are

based on measures obtained before the implementation of any large-scale

desegregation plan in the Kalamazoo Public Schools.

Objectives

The objectives of this intermediate report were to obtain information

regarding the following questions for the public schools of Kalamazoo:

11
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1. Do classroom verbal interaction patterns vary with
racial composition based on the neighborhood school
concept?

2. Do classroom verbal interaction patterns involving
black students differ from those involving white
students?

3. Do student reactions to teachers, to the school
environment and to each other vary with racial
composition based on the neighborhood school
concept?

4. Do reactions of black students toward teachers, the
school.environment, and ean other differ from those
of white students?

5. Do studenzs at differe= graLe levels have different
rea=tions toward teachers, tLe school environment.
anc each other?

6. Do teacher perceptions of t:eir jobs, principals,
and students vary with classroom racial composition
based on the neighborhood school concept?

7. What is the congruence between student opinions
regarding selected classroom variables and teacher
perceptions of student opinions?

12
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Chapter II

Design

The design of the study involved the construction of instruments for

gathering data, selection of the sample, and development of procedures.

Each of these is discussed below.

Instrumentation

The specific variables measured in a representativ-_ sE47-zole c-d classrooms

in the Kalamazoo system were: classroom verbal interacticT pattaons,

student opinions, and teacher perceptions. Three other meaFures vzere ob-

tained but not reported here because such reporting would ve vfolated

the anonyminity guaranteed to cooperating teachers. The-se other variables

were teacher ratings of principals, teacher judgments of student leaders,

and administrator ratings of teachers. Related measures of student achieve-

ment will be available at a future data through Kalamazoo's existing testing

program and eventually will be compared with data obtained in this study.

Classroom Verbal Interaction Patterns--The dependent or outcome variable

receiving primary emphasis in this study was classroom verbal interaction

patterns. It was assumed that a major function of desegregation is to move

toward integration. Recognizing that the presence of racially mixed class-

rooms does not guarantee increased positive interaction, it is ec4sential to

determine the direction and extent of such changes.

The behavioral measures used in this study were similar to those used

by an athletic coach. Whei the average person goes to a basketball game he

leaves with a general impression of certain outstanding player performances.

This impression is often based on irrelevant cues, suoh as ore or two spectacular

Dlays, and may not reflect an accurate assessment. Me r:Dach however, wants

163
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much more systematic feedback; so, he has a clerk using a scoring sheet keep

a record of performance based on relevant behaviors. These behaviors might

include: field goals attempted, field goals made, free throws, rebounds,

turnovers, and assists. The scoring sheet is actually a behavior classifi-

cating system based on behaviors related to quality of basketball perf..)rmance.

A behavior classification system similar to scoring sheets used athle-

tic coaches was used to measure classroom verbal interaction patterns ir this

study. The classification system used is shown in Table 1. This system lists

the set of behaviors which served as the basis for the tyPe of classroom verbal

interaction patterns studied. Categories 1-5 refer to teacher behaviors while

categories 6-8 refer to student behaviors. The system is similar to the one

developed by Flanders (1964) for which considerable normative data are available

(Coats, 1966) for comparative purposes. From this basic eight category system one

can develop a 12 x 12 matrix displaying information on literally hundreds of

verbal interaction variables.

Trained observers used the behavior classification system to collect data

on spontaneous verbal interactions in representative classrooms by writing down

in sequence every, three seconds the number of the category.which represented

the kind of verbal interaction that had taken place during the preceding three

second period. Observers also made notes related to different time use cate-

gories and other occurrences of special interest. So, at the end of an obser-

vation period an observer had a sequential list of arabic numerals and a few

notes. The list of numerals was then transformed into a 12 x 12 matrix similar

to the one shown in Figure 1 for each class.

In order to see how the conversion of a sequential Series of numbers into

a matrix takes place, consider the short series 4, 61, 4, 61, 62, 62, 1, 1, 63,

63, 72, 72, 1, 2, 2, 1. This series has been converted into tallies in the

matrix in Figure 1. A tally for each sequential pair is entered into a matrix

14
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Table 1

BEHAVIOR CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM r,EVELOPED FOR
K&LAMAZOO DESEGREGATION STUDY--PHASE I

1. CRITIGISM:--statements intended to change pupil behavior
from non-acceptable to acceptable pattern: bawling someone
out; stating why the teacher is doing wha: he is doing;

extreme self-reference.
2. DIRECTIONS:--directions, commands, or orders to which a

pupil is expected to comply.
a 3. LECTURE:--giving information other than directions,

H I 4. QUESTIONS:--asking a question about content or procedure with

I
the intent that a pupil answer based on teacher ideas.

w= 5. ACCEPTANCE:--accepts the ideas or feelings of the student in
a non-threatening manner. Praises or encourages pupil action
or behavior;-as the teacher brings more of_ his own ideas

into_play, shift to category three.
6. BLACK STUDENT TALK:

1. RESPONSE:--talk by pupils in response to teacher.
Teacher initiates the contact or solicits pupil statement
or structures the situation. Freedom to express own
ideas is limited.

2. INITIATION:--talk by pupils which they initiate.
Expressing own ideas is much more evident, like asking
thoughtful questions. Student may disagree with view-
point of teacher and/or other students in a non-threatening
manner,

3. DEROGATORY:--different from 6-2 in that student directs
rude, disrespectful and insulting remarks toward the
teacher or fellow student.

7. WHITE STUDENT TALK:
1. RESPONSE:--talk by pupils in response to teacher. Teacher

initiates the contact or solicits pupil statement or
structures the situation. Freedom to express own ideas
is limited.

2. INITIATION:--talk by pupils which they initiate.
Expressing own ideas is much more evident, like asking
thoughtful questions. Student may disagree with
viewpoint of teacher and/or other students in a
non-threatening manner.

3. DEROGATORY:--different from 6-2 in that student directs
rude, disrespectful and insulting remarks toward the
teacher or fellow student.

8. CONFUSION:--short periods of confusion in which communication
cannot be understood by the observer.

*There is NO scale implied by these numbers. Each number is class-
ificatory; it designates a particular kind of communication event. To write
these numbers down during observation is to enumerate, not to.judge a posi-
tion on a scale.

15
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cell whose row number equals the first number of the order pair and whose

column number equals the second number. Using the above list a tally would be

placed in zell (4
'

6
1
) for the first sequence of events, in cell (6

l'
4) for

the next sequence and so forth in overlapping fashion until a tally for the

last pair (2, 1) is entered into the row 2 and column 1 cell. The PDP-10

computer system at Western Michigan University was used to transform the

observers' sequential lists into matrices.

Note that the sum of the tallies in an area of the matrix divided by the

total number of tallies in the matrix represents the percentage of observation

time in which the class is engaged in the type of activity represented by the

area of interest. As indicated above, hundreds of verbal interaction variables

can be operationalized by calculating the percentage of class time spent in

various areas of the matrix. For example, the percentage of tallies in the

(4, 61) and (61, 4) cells combined gives an indication of proportion of time

used to drill black students. That is, the teacher asks a question, black

students respond, another teacher question, etc. In a like manner variables

such as student acceptance of other student ideas, teacher rejection of student

ideas, and classroom rebellion can be measured.

Some of the variables of primary interest in this study were: i/d ratio--

ratio of percentage of time teacher spends accepting student feelings,

praising students, and accepting student ideas to percentage of time spent

giving directions, criticizing students, or justifying teacher authority; student

talk--percentage of time in which students are talking; vicious circle--percen-

tage of time in which the teacher follows the giving of directions with criti-

cisms of students, follows criticisms with more directions, more criticisms,

more directions, etc.; rebellion--percentage of time in which students do not

comply with teacher directions and criticisms; drill--percentage of time during

which teacher asks questions, students respond, more questions, etc.; sustained

expansive aotivity--percentage of time in which the teacher is engaged in sus-
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tained acceptance of student feelings, praise of stuents or acceptance of

student ideas; reinforcement--percentage of time in which student responses

are reinforced (e.g. followed by teacher praise, encouragement, support); restric-

tive feedback--percentage of time in which student responses are followed by

teacher criticisms and general restrictive activity. These and other variables

were analyzed for all students combined, for black and white students separately,

and further partitioned by grade level and classroom composition. Other

behaviors examined included the nature and extent of verbal interaction patterns

between and among black and white students. A complete list of all verbal

interaction variables studied is shown in Table 2. Areas of the matrix referred

to under the "operational definition" column of Table 2 are shown in Figure 2.

The use of a behavior classification system to evaluate an outcome of

desegregation constitutes a new approach to such evaluations. The technique

appears to be solid in that it measures those factors most likely to be influenced

immediately by changes in racial composition of classes. If desegregation

accomplishes anything, either positive or negative, it should show up on some of

the behavioral measures. In this respect the study is quite different from other

efforts based solely on student achievement and racial attitudes. Hopefully,

the study will provide hard behavioral data which may have a profound influence

on the nature of desegregation plans in Kalamazoo as well as across the entire

nation. Another benefit of this behavioral feedback is that it will likely

prove to be of value to teachers as an in-service device for helping them to

improve the nature of classroom verbal interaction patterns.

Student Reaczions--A strong case can be made fcr the importance of student

reactions to the teacher, the class, and to each other. A number of behavioral

science researchers have conducted studies which support the contention that

persons pay more attention to, are more influenced by, have more respect for, and

learn more from other persons (teachers) whom they perceive as being competent,

enthusiastic, and sincere. Furthermore, studies indicate that students have



Table 2

VERBAL INTERACTION VARIABLES

Variable
Number

1

Name Definition

12

Sustained acceptance Theoretical: percentage of time in
which the teacher engages in sw...-
tained acceptance of student ideas,
expands on student ideas, praises
or encourages pupil behavior

Operational: percentage of tallies
in (5,5) cell *

2 Vicious circle Theoretical: percentage of time in
which the teacher follows the giv-
ing of directions with student
criticisms, followed by more direc-
tions, more criticisms, etc., or
engages in sustained giving of di-
rections or criticisms (denoted as

ar a 2)

Operational: percentage of tallies
in (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (2,2) cells

3 Lecture Theoretical: percentage of time in
which teacher transmits information
related to subject matter

Operational: percentage of tallies
in column 3

4 i/d Ratio Theoretical: ratio of percentage
of time teacher spends accepting
student feelings, praising students,
and accepting student ideas to time
spent giving directions, criticizing
students or justifying teacher auth-
ority

Operational:
tallies in column 5
tallies in columns 1, 2, & 5

* All operational definitions are based on the numbered areas in Figure 2

entitled, "Pictorial Operational Definitions."
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Table 2 (Continued)

Variable
Number Name Definition

5

6

8

9

Confusion

Black rebellion

White rebellion

Rebellion

Drill involving
black students

20

Theoretical: percentage of time
during which communication cannot
be understood by observer (denoted
as area 1)

Operational: percentage of tallies
in column 8

Theoretical: percentage of non-
complying student response to teacher
direction or criticism which is black

Operational:
tallies in area 6
tallies in areas 6 & 7

Theoretical: percentage of non-
complying student resporse to tea-
cher direction ur criticism which
is white

Operational:
tallies in area 7
tallies in areas 6 & 7

Theoretical: percentage of non-
complying student response to tea-
cher direction or criticism

Operational: percentage of tallies
in areas 6 & 7

Theoretical: percentage of drill
(teacher question followed hy black
student response, more teacher
questions, more black studen;.:

response, etc.) which involves
black students

Operational:
tallies in area 9
tallies in areas 9 & 10
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Table 2 (Continued)

Variable
Number Name Definitions

10 Drill involving Theoretical: percentage of drill
wl-ite students (teacher question followed by white

student response, more teacher ques-
tion, more white student response, etc.)
which involves white students

Operational:
tallies in area 10
tallies in areas 9 &

11 Drill Theoretical: percentage of drill
(teacher question followed by stu-
dent response, more teacher ques-
tion, more student response, etc.)

Operational: percentage of tallies
in areas 9 & 10

12 Black response Theoretical: percentage of student
conforming response to teacher idea
or question which is black

Operational:
tallies in column 61
tallies in columns 61 & 7

1

13 Black initiated Theoretical: percentage of student

talk initiated expression of own ideas,
thoughts, or concerns which is
black

Operational:
tallies in column 69
tallies in columns & 72

14 Black derogatory Theoretical: percentage of student

talk response to teacher or fellow stu-
dent which is rude, disrespectful,
or insulting engaged in by blacks

Operational:
tallies in column 61
tallies in columns 6

3
& 7

3

21
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Table 2 CContinuedl

Variable
Number Name Definition

15 Black nonderogatory Theoretical: percentage of nonder-

talk ogatory student talk which is black

Operational:
tallies in columns 61 & 62,
tallies in columns 61, 62, 71, & 72

16 Black talk Theoretical: percentage of student
talk which is black

Operational:
tallies in columns 6j, 6, & 63,
tallies in columns 61, 62, 63, 71, 72, &73

17 White response Theoretical: percentage of student
conforming response to teacher idea
or question which is white

Operational:
tallies in column 71
tallies in columns 61 & 71

18 White initiated Theoretical: student initiated ex-

talk pression of own ideas, thoughts, or
concerns which is white

Operational:
tallies in column, 79_
tallies in'columns 62 &72

19 White derogatory Theoretical: student response to

talk teacher or fellow student which is
rude, disrespectful, or insulting
engaged in by whites

20 White nonderogatory

Operational:
tallies in column 7
tallies in columns &7

3 3

Theoretical: percentage of nonder-

talk ogatory student talk which is white

Operational:
tallies in columns 7t_& 72
tallies in columns 61, 62, 71,-8, 72

22
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Table 2 (Continued)

Variable
Number Name Definition

21 White talk

22 Student response

23 Student initiated
talk

24

25

26

27

Student derogatory
talk

Student nonder-
ogatory talk

Student talk

Restrictive tea-
cher feedback to
nonderogatory
black talk

23

Theoretical: percentage of student
talk which is white

Operational:
tallies in columns 7 , 7 & 7
tallies in columns 61, 62, 63, 71,

Theoretical: student conforming re-
sponse to teacher idea or question

Operational: percentage of tallies
in columns 6 1

& 71

Theoretical: student initiated expres-
sion of own ideas, thoughts, or con-
cerns

Operational: percentage of tallies
in columns 62 & 72

Theoretical: student response to
teacher or fellow student which is
rude, disrespectful, or insulting

Operational: percentage of tallies
in columns 63 & 73

Theoretical: student talk which is
not derogatory

Operational: percentage of tallies
-in columns 61, 62, 71, & 72

Theoretical: students are talking

Operational: percentage of tallies
in columns 61, 62, 63, 71, 72, & 73

Theoretical: percentage of restrictive
teacher feedback (directions and crit-
icisms) to nonderogatory student talk
which is aimed at nonderogatory black
student talk

Operational:
tallies in area 20
tallies in area 20 & 21
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Table 2 (Continued)

Variable
Number Name Definition

28 Restrictive teacher Theoretical: percentage of restrictive
feedback to nonderoga- teacher feedback to nonderogatory stu-
tory white talk dent talk which is aimed at nonderog-

atory white student talk

Operational:
tallies in area 21
tallies in areas 21 & 21

29 Restrictive teacher Theoretical: percentage of restictive
feedback to derogatory teacher feedback to derogatory stu-
black talk dent talk which is aimed at dero-

gatory black student talk

Operational:
tallies in area 24
tallies in areas 24 & 25

30 Restrictive teacher Theoretical: percentage of restric-
feedback to derogatory tive teacher feedback to derogatory
white talk student talk which is aimed at der-

ogatory white talk

Operational:
tallies in area 25
tallies areas 24 & 25

31 Teacher acceptance Theoretical: percentage of teacher

of nonderogatory acceptance (praises, encourages, ex-
black talk pands on student ideas) of nonder-

ogatory student talk which is aimed
at nonderogatory black student talk

Operational:
tallies in area 22
tallies in areas 22 & 23

32 Teacher acceptance Theoretidal: percentage of teacher

of nonderogatory acceptance of nonderogatory student
white talk talk which is aimed at nonderogatory

white student talk

Operational:
talles in area 23
tallies in areas 22 & 23

24
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Table 2 (Continued)

Variable
Number Name Definition

33 Teacher acceptance Theoretical: percentage of teacher
of derogatory black acceptance of derogatory student talk
talk which is aimed at derogatory black

student talk

Operational:
tallies in area 26
tallies in areas 26 & 27

34 Teacher acceptance Theoretical: pernentage of teacEer
of derogatory white acceptance derogatory student talk

talk which is almEn:L at derogatory white
student tail:

Operations_
tallies- --a area 27

areas 26 27

35 Restrictive teacher Theoretical. percentage of restrictive
feedback to nonderogatory teacher fee.,fack to nonderogatory
student talk student talk

Operational: percentage of tallies
in areas 20 & 21

36 Restrictive teacher Theoretical: pei-centage of restric-

feedback to derogatory tive teacher feedback to derogatory
student talk student talk

Operational: percentage of tallies
in areas 24 & 25

37 Teacher acceptance Theoretical: percentage of teacher

of nonderogatory acceptance of nonderogatory student

student talk talk

38 Teacher acceptance
of derogatory stu-
dent talk

25

Operational: percentage of tallies in
areas 22 & 23

Theoretical: percentage of teacher
acceptance of derogatory student talk

Operational: percentage of tallies in
areas 26 & 27
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Table 2 (Continued)

Variable
Number Name Definition

39 Nonderogatory black Theoretical: percentage of nonderoga-
response to nonder- tory Black response to nonderogatory
ogatory black talk student talk which is aimed at nonder-

ogatory black talk

Operational:
tallies in area 39
tallies in areas 39 & 4C

40 Nonderogatory black Theoretical: percenTmge of nonderoga-
response to nondero- tory black response to nonderogatory
gatory white talk student talk which is aimed at nonder-

ogatory white talk

Operational:
tallies in area 40
tallies in area 3- & 6 -)

41 Nonderogatory white Theoretical: percentage of nondero-
response to nonderoga- gatory white response to nonderogatory
tory white talk student talk which is aimed at nonder-

ogatory white talk

Operational:
tallies in area 41
tallies in areas41 & 42

42 Nonderogatory white Theoretical: percentage of nonder-
response to nonder- ogatory white response to nonderoga-
ogatory black talk tory student talk which is aimed at

nonderogatory black talk

Operational:
tallies in area 42
tallies in areas 41 & 42

43 Nonderogator, student Theoretical: percentage of nonder-
response to nonderoga- ogatory student response to nonder-
tory student talk ogatory student talk

Operational: percentage of tallies
in areas 39, 40, 41, & 42
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:able 2 (Continued)

Variable
Number Name Definition

44 Nonderogatory black Taeoretical: percentage of. nonderoga-
response to derou- tory bLack response to derogatcry
tory black talk student talk which is aimed at der-

ogatorr black talk

Operational:
tallies_in area 43
tallies in-areas 43 & 44

45 Nonderogatory b1a. Theoretical: percentage of nonder-
response to derog- ogatory "clack response to derogatory

tory white talk student talk which is aimed at der-
ogatory 7white talk

Operational:
tallies in area 44
tallies in areas43 & 44

46 Nonderogatory white Theoretical: percentage of nonder-
response to deroga- ogatory white response to derogatory
tory white talk student talk which is aimed at

derogatory white talk

Operational:
tallies in area 46
tallies in areas 45 & 46

47 Nonderogatory white Theoretical: percentage of nonder-

response to deroga- ogatory white response to derogatory
tory black talk student talk which is aimed at der-

ogatory black talk

Operational:
tallies in arer. 45
tallies in areas '45 & 46

48 Nonderogatory student Theoretical: percentage of nonderoga-
response to deroga- tory student response to derogatory

tory student response student response

Operational: percentage of tallies
in areas 439 44, 45, & 46

27
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Table 2 (Continued)

Variable
Number

49

Name Definit_on

Derogatory black
response tc non-
derogatory black
talk

3.0 Derogatory black
response to non-
derogatory white
talk

51 Derogatory white
response to non-
derogatory white
talk

52 Derogatory white
response to non-
derogatory black
talk

53 Darogatory studmit
response to non-
derogatory student
talk

Theoretical: perzentage of deroga
tory black response to nonderoga-
tory student talk ufL_Lch is aimed a7.
nonderogatory black salk

Operational:
tallies in area 50
tallies in areas 50 & 51

Theoretical: percentage of deroga-
tory black response :o nonderoga-
tory student talk whIch is aimed
nonderogatory white talk

Operational:
tallies in area_51
tallies in areas 50 & 51

Theoretical: percentage of deroga-
tory white response to nonderogatory
student talk which is aimed at nonder-
ogatory white talk

Operational:
tallies in area 53
tallies in areas 52 & 53

Theoretical: percentage of deroga-
tory white response to nonderogatory
student talk which is aimed at nonder-
ogatory black talk

Operational:
tallies in area 52
tallies in.areas 52 & 53

Theoretical: percentage of derogatory
student response to nonderogatory
student talk

Operational: percentage of tallie
in areas 50, 51, 52, & 53

28
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Table 2 (Continued)

Variable
Number Definition

54 Derogat.ory b_Lack Theoretical: percentage of deroga-
responsa to deroga- tory black response to derogatory
tory black taLk student talk which is aimed at der-

ogatory black talk

Operational:
tallies in area 54
tallies in areas 54 & 55

55 Derogatory Dlack Theoretical: percentage of derogatory
response t:.) deroga- black response to derogatory student
tory white talk talk which is aired at derogatory

white talk

Operational:
tallies in area 55
tallies in areas 54 & 55

56 Derogatory white Theoretical: percentage of deroga-
response to deroga- tory white response to derogatory
tory white talk student talk which is aimed at deroga-

tory white talk

Operational:
tallies in area 57
tallies in areas 56 & 57

57 Derogatory white Theoretical: p2rcentage of derogatory
response to deroga- white response to derogatory student
tory black talk talk which is aimed at derogatory

black talk

Operational:
tallies in area .56
tallies in areas 56 & 57

58 Derogatory student Theoretical: percentage of deroga-

response to deroga- tory student response to derogatory
tory student talk student talk

Operational: percentage of tallies in
areas 54, 55, 56, & 57

29
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Number

23

Table 2 (Qontinued)

Definition

59 Sustra: white
stu izatiated
talk

Theoretical: percentage of sustained
student initiated which is white

Operational:
tallies in cell C72, 77)
tallies in cells (62, 62) & (72, 72)

60 Sust.7.7,L black Theoretical: percentage of sustained

studet-itiated student initiated talk which is black

talk
Operational:

tallies in cell (62, 62)
tallies in cells (62, 62) & (72, 72)

61 Sustained acceptance Theoretical: percentage of time
in which teacher accepts, expards
on, praises, or encourages student
ideas

Operational: percentage of tallies
in die (5,5) cell

30
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higher regard for themselves, their teachers, the school, and the subject in

classrooms where they feel free to participate and initiate their own ideas

than where they feel restricted. Student feelings and perceptions regarding

important characteristics of teachers and the general classroom environment were

determined by using a modification of the Teacher Lnage Questionnaire, developed

by the Educator Feedback Center, Western Michigan University, for secondary stu-

dents and a simplified version of the questionnaire for elementary students.

The modification consisted of some rewording to facilitate communication and of

adding a few items similar to those used in the Cooper Smith Self Esteem Inven-

tory and the Wiley Self Concept Scale. The validity and reliability of ques-

tionnaire items have been demonstrated by the Educator Feedback Center which has

used the instrument in hundreds of classroom analyses. Copies of the Elementary

Student Opinion Questionnaire and of the Secondary Student Opinion Questionnaire

are presented on the following two pages. At the elementary level, trained ob-

servers helped students respond by reading each item to the class, answering

questions, and in general helping the children understand the questions. These

questionnaires and the Behavior Classification System shown in Table 1 are pre-

sented as pages of the main body of the report rather than in the appendix because

of their extreme importance in terms of understanding and interpreting the findings

reported below.

Teacher Perceptions--In an attempt to determine if racial composition based

on existing neighborhood housing patterns affected the role stress which teachers

felt on the job, the Teacher Opinion Questionnaire was developed and administered

to cooperating teachers. This questionnaire was designed to measure "role

stress" and was based on the works of Swanson (1971), Smith (1969), and Coats

(1971). Lack of role stress is internreted as relative satisfaction. The

questionnaire measures role stress with tespect to building principal, teaching

as a job, and students. Role stress was operationally defined as the arith-

metic difference between a teacher's view of a "reasonable expectation" compared



ELEMENTARY STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

This is not a test because there are no right or wrong answers.

We want to find out how you feel about school. Think about the

whole year when you mark your answer. No one from your school

will see your answers. DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME. FOLLOW THE

DIRECTIONS.

Examples

26

Code

N = NEVER

L = LITTLE OF THE TIME

S = SOMETIMES

M = MOST OF THE TIME

A = ALWAYS

Never Some Alway.

Little Most

A. Do you think you should have school on Saturdays? N S M

B. Boys talk more than girls. N L S M A

QUESTIONS

1. Do you understand what your teacher says when she talks
to you? (Like when she explains things) N L S M A

2. Is your teacher fair? N L S M A

3. Do the kids in your class behave? N L S M A

4. Does your teacher like you? N L S M A

5. Is your class fun? N L S M A

6, Does your teacher think what you say is important? N L S M A

7. Does your teacher want you to ask questions and give
your ideas in class? N L S M A

8. Ts it okay if your idea is different from your teacher's
idea? N L S M A

9. Does your teacher get angry when little problems come
up in class? N L S M A

10. Do you feel free to tell your ideas in class? N L S M A

11. Do you like to be called on in this class? N L S M A

12. Db you feel like you learn a lot in your class? N L S M A

13. Do you worry about other students picking on you? N L S M

14. Do you like your teacher? N L S M A

15. Do you like your school? A

16. Are the children in your cleEls friendly? S M A
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SECONDARY STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

This is not a test because there are no right or wrong answers. We are inter-
ested in your opinion about this class and school based upon the whole year. No one
in your school will see your answers...DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME. Follow the directions.

Directions: Think about the entire school year. Using the
code shown to the right, circle the letter that best tells
how you feel about each question. After everyone is
finished, the papers will be collected.

Code
N = Never
L = Little of the time
S = Sometimes
M = Most of the time
A = Always

Never
Little

Some
Most

AlwayE

1. Are the ideas presented at a level you can understand? N L S _M A

2. Is this teacher fair and impartial in his treatment of
all students in the class? N L S M A

3. Is this classroom orderly but also relaxed and friendly? N L S M A

4. Do you feel that this teacher likes you? N L S M A

5. Is this class interesting and challenging? N L S M A

6. Does this teacher have respect for the things you say in
class? S M A

7. Does this teacher encourage you to raise questions
and express ideas in class? S M A

8. Is this teacher able to see things from your point of view? M A

9. Does this teacher become angry when little problems
arise in the classroom? S M A

10. Do you feel free to give, your own ideas and express
your own opinions in this.class? S M A

11. Do you like to be called on in this class? S M A

13. Do you feel like you learn a lot in this class? S M A

t4. Do you like most of your teachers? S M A

15. Do you like this school? S M A

16. Are the students in this school friendly? S M A

34
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with the "actual situation" for a particular component of his job. For

example, when asked to relate the degree to which his teaching job is "boring"

a teacher may respond that it is quite boring but also that he would expect

it to be so because of the nature of the job. In this case, there would be

no role stress on that component even though the job was rated as quite

boring. On the other hand, a teacher may respond that "the principal asks my

advice" seldom occurs and indicate that in terms of reasonable expectations, such

a practice should always occur. In this case one would find extreme role stress

even though the absolute rating of "asks my advice" was not as low as the rating

on boredom. Teachers also responded to the Elementary Student Opinion Ques-

tionnaire and the Secondary Student Opinfon Questionnaire as they thought their

students would respond. Their teacher perceptions were then related to class-

room racial compositon and also correlated with student responses to allow for

the determination of congruence between teacher and student perceptions.

Sample

Three criteria were used to select classrooms for the study. These cri-

teria were: (1) the teacher had tenure, (2) students were heterogeneously

assigned to classrooms with respect to ability, and (3) students were in a

grade level which would be affected by the proposed desegregation plan. The

decision to restrict the study to classrooms with tenured teachers was due to

teacher anxiety created by a public statement to the effect that all non-tenured

teachers were to be dismissed if a pending millage vote failed. It was believed

that the presence of observers iu classrooms of probationary teacl-ers would

add to their existing anxiety. Only heterogeneously grouped classrooms were

studied because many classrooms homogeneously grouped on ability criteria would

be unchanged by the proposed desegregation plan. For example, advanced place-

ment math classes containing 98% white students would most likely contain 98%

white students after desegregation. The third criterion regarding grade level
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was adhered to because at the secondary level only the seventh and tenth grades

were to be involved in the desegregation plan, whereas the eighth, ninth,

eleventh, and twelfth grades were to be placed on a voluntary desegregation

basis. Given these criteria our sample exhausted all eligible classrooms at

the second, fourth, seventh, and tenth grade levels. The sample consisted of

32 second grades, 34 fourth grades, 20 seventh grades, and 14 tenth grades

which gave us a total of 100 classrooms representing a meaningful cross sec-

tion of Kalamazoo schools. In two instances it was necessary to use non-tenured

teachers which created no problems due to the willingness of these teachers to

participate in the study. Table 3 displays the composition of the classrooms

in the sample with respect to grade level and the primary partit'iming (all

white, majority white, majority black) used in subsequent analyses.

Proci-2dures

The writer, with the Ilelp of four graduate students having considerable

school teaching and administl-ative experience, trained 25 observers to collect

the necessary classroom data. These cbservers represented a cross section of

the community in terms of race, sex, age, and philosophy, although such repre-

sentativeness on the part of the observers was not crucial to the objectivity

of the study in that the behavior classification system was designed so that it,

rather than the personal philosophies of the observers, determined the manner

in which observers reacted to various verbal statements.

On June 7 and 8 two full days of intensive training in the use of the

behavior classification system shown above in Table I was given to the 25

observers. This training involved the progressive use of audio and video tapes

of classrooms concluding with one-half day during which all observers collected

data on the same real classroo- situation. By the end of the two days of train-

ing the observers had achieved acceptable inter-observer l'eliability in the use

of the behavior classification system. Observers were given additional training
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in terms of relating with teachers in the study and administering other ques-

tionnaires. Throughout the data collection observers met with the research

assistants and the writer to solve various difficulties. Some of the handouts

used with observers during the training sessions and later are shown in the

appendix with accompanying narrative.

Each observer was paid $3 per hour for a total of 50 hours to be spread

out over a two-week period. Twelve of the 50 hours were used for the two days

of training which left 38 hours for classroom observation. Each observer was

assigned f'our classrooms and asked to try to obtain about seven hours of

observation during those times when the classroom was in some type of group

learning mode. This procedure allowed for a cushion of about ten hours per

observer for purposes of administering the student opinion questionnaire,

travelling between classes, and "biding" time while classrooms were not in a

group learning mode. To minimize this waste of time, teachers were asked to

inform observers of those times during which no verbal interaction between

teachers and pupils or among pupils would occur. Examples of such times are:

recess, movies, and quiet studying. The objective of achieving a maximum of

seven hours of interaction analysis data per classroom was achieved in most

cases although in one classroom as little as one-half hour of observation was

made.

On ,Friday, June 18, observers administered the elementary and secondary

student opinion questionnaires. A letter eNplaining the purpose of the ques-

tionnaires was shown to teachers by the questionnaire monitor. (A copy of this

letter is shown in Appendix B.) Monitors also read a sheet of instructions to

students and gave special help students at the elementary level by "walking

through" each questionnaire item with the students. (A copy of the instructions

for completing the questionnaires is also shown in Appendix O.) On succeeding

weeks the four research assistants obtained additionaJ reactions from teachers

and administrators on several questionnaires. .,-,uestionnaires to which teachers
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responded were the Teacher Opinion Questionnaire, the Administrator Image

Questionnaire, and the Student Opinion Questionnaire. The administrators

responded only to the Student Opinion Questionnaire and the Administrator

Image Questionnaire. On the Student Opinion Questionnaire teachers were

asked to estimate how they thought the class would answer the questioas

and the administrator was asked to respond from the same point of view.

Copies of the questionnaires, not shown in the main body, are in the appendix.

Interaction analysis data and responses by all groups to all ques-

tionnaires were transformed to IBM punched cards. This conversion required

approximately 400 hours. Data analyses were performed by Mr. Charles Townsend

who wrote a number of special purpose programs for purposes of processing the

data on the PDP-10 computer systems at Western Michigan University. Analyses

involved the use of one-way analysis of variance, t-ratios, and product-moment

coefficients of correlation. The specific analyses used End corresponding

comparisons made are discussed in more detail in the following section.

There were some procedural problems which are mentioned here with the hope

that these could be eliminatea in similar futute studies. The major problem

resulted from the fact that, in an attempt to salvage baseline data on the

operating neighborhood school concept, it was necessary to conduct the study

during two of the last three weeks of the academic year. Although the study

was well designed from a research point of view, this poor timing made it

difficult to communicate effectively the objectives of the study at all levels.

Hence, there was some legitimate initial resistance from teachers who simply

were not aware of the research objectives. After touching bases with all

teachers through individual and/or group meetings, this resistance subsided,

and there was extremely good cooperation from 95% of the teachers involved in

the study. Furthermore, the last three weeks of the school year might under-

standably involve less meaningful teaching-learning situations than at another

time in the year. This proved to be a serious problem since the behavior
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classification system was based on teaching-learning situations where the

majority of the class, including the teacher, is in a group set.Ljng where the

teacher is talking or interacting with students. One other problem resulted

from the fact that two of the 25 observers proved to be undependable and

created poor relations with teachers.

40



Chapter III

Results

The results are presented as they relate to each of the seven major

questions posed above. Each question was investigated by conducting many

subanalyses for all students uombined and for black and white students separ-

ately at both the elementary and secondary levels. Of necessity this chapter

has a heavy statistical orientation. It should be of special interest to

those readers who wish to follow the statistical rationale for subsequent

conclusions and recommendations. An attempt has been made in the final chap-

ter to present a summary of the report in non-statistical terms.

Verbal Interaction Patterns

The primary analyses for this study consisted of determining the relation

between verbal interaction patterns and racial composition based on the neigh-

borhood school concept. Verbal interaction patterns involved entire class-

rooms and are indicated by vari:tbles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,

35, 36, 37, 38, 43, 48, 53, 5e, .:Ind 61 defined in Table 2. These variables

were considered in studying Question 1:

Do classroom verbal interaction patterns vary with
racial composition based on the neighborhood school
concept?

The remaining verbal interactio, variables 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 27, 29, 31,

7)3, 39, 42, 44, 47, 49, 52, 54, 57, and 60 relate to patterns of communication

based on a black-white dichotomy. The study of these variables was necessary to

investigate Question 2:

Do classroom verbal interaction patterns involving
black students differ from those involving white
students?

Results of investigating Questions 1 and 2 are presented below for the elementary

level first followed by results for the secondary level.
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Elementary Le-Jel--To study Question 1 for the elementary level the sample

of 32 second and 31 fourth grade classrooms was combined into 63 classrooms

constituting the elementary level. This total sample of elementary classrooms

was then partitioned into three levels: all white, majority white, and majority

black as shown in Figsre 3.

All White All Black Majority Black

X
1 1 1

X Y Z
22 2

X
3

Y
3

Z
3

X Y
31 22 l0

Figure 3

Partition of Sample for Primary Verbal Interaction Analyses

The letters X, Y, and Z shown in the figure should be thought of as represent-

ing values on verbal interaction variables. If Variable 1 (sustained acceptance)

were being studied as it related to racial composition, each X would represent

the level of sustained acceptance for each of the 31 all white classrooms. Each

Y would represent the.level of sustained acceptance for each of the 32 majority

white classrooms, and each Z would represent the level of surtained acceptance

in each of the 10 majority black Y.I.lassrooms. Analysis of variance models were

used on partitions of dhis type for each verbal interaction variable studied

to determine if the means of the three groups were more different than one would

expect them to be by chance. When Variable 2 (vicious circle) was studied,

the partition was treated in exactly the same way. That is, the X vajues repre-

sented the percentage of time spent in the vicious circle ih all white class-

42
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rooms, and so forth. All of the interaction analysis variables based on mea-

sures of the entire classroom were studied in this manner.

All black classrooms were not considered as a separate category because

there were too few in the study. Also, teacner race was not considered as a

separate variable, since in all cases it would have violated the anonyminity

of black teachers.

Table 4 shows the results of using a 1 x 3 analysis of variance model to

determine the relationship between three levels (white, majority white, and

majority black) of classroom racial composition based on the neighborhood chool

concept and 21 variables describing verbal interaction patterns for entire

classrooms. The mean values shown give the percentage of time spent in each of

trick categories described by the variable name. The value 26.8 indicates that

teachers lectured 26.8% of the time in all white classrooms; the value 41.4

indicates that students talked 41.4% of the time in all white classrooms, etc.

For several of the variables investigated no activity was observed. An example

was Variable 38 (teacher acceptance of derogatory s.,:udent talk). This simply

did not occur in the classrooms observed.

The F values shown are helpful in making decisions about the significance

of differences among group means for each of the variables studied. A statis-

tically significant result at the .05 level indicates that one would expect to

observe differences between means as large as those observed less than five

times in 100 by chance if there really was no difference. The same interpreta-

tion applies for the .01 level except that one would expect to see differences

significant to the .01 level less than one time in 100 by chance. In all tables

results which are statistically significant at the .05 level are denoted by a

single asterisk (*), while those significant at the .01 level are uanoted by

a double asterisk (**). Levels of statistical significance should be inter-

preted in a like manner for all analyses in the report.
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Table 4

CLASSROOM INTERACTION ANALYSIS COMPARISONS FOR ELEMENTARY

37

4 4

Variable
Number Variable Name

1 Sustained acceptance

2 Vicious circle

3 Lecture

4 i/d

5 Confusion

8 Rebellion

11 Drill

22 Student response

23 Student initiated talk

24 Student derogatory talk

25 Student nonderogatory talk

26 Student talk

35 Restrictive teacher feed-
back to nondarogatory
student talk

36 Restrictive teacher feed-
back to derogatory student
talk

37

38

43

Teacher acceptance of non-
derogatory student talk

Teacher acceptance of
derogatory talk

Nonderogatory studel,t
response to nonderogatory
student talk

48 Nonderogatory student
response to derogatory
student response

Classroom Racial Composition

F
All
White

Majority Majority
White Black

.83 .51 1.45 1.6

6.88 6.42 8.60 .9

26.81 29.50 32.76 .8

2.30 .19 .32 1.9

1.71 2.22 2.66 .4

1.38 1.15 .18 1.9

10.93 12.22 7.59 2.1

27.32 26.39 26.84 .0z

14.05 14.92 12.58 .3

.07 .06 .19 1.8

41.38 41.30 39.42 .2

41.45 41.37 39.61 .2

2.73 2.74 .80 2.3

.01 .02 .00 .7

2.53 1.89 1.65 1.7

26.80 26.75 30.62 .8

.003 .004 .07 2.1
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Table 4 (continued)

Variable
Number Variable Name

Classroom Racial Composition
All Majority Majority

White White Black

53 Derogatory student
response to nonderogatory
student talk .006 .00 -07 2.1

58 Derogatory Student
response to derogatory
student talk .009 .009 .08 4.7*

61 Sustained student talk 8.43 9.77 8.99 .3

*statistically significant at ,05 level
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In Table 4 a value of 3.2 was required for statistical significance at the

.05 level, and a value of 4.9 was required for statistical significance at the

.01 level. As the table suggests, there was no significant relation between

racial_ composition and any of the classroom verbal interaction patterns studied

with the exception of Variable 58 (derogatory student response to derogatory

student talk), and this does not merit serious consideration because it involved

less than .08% of classroom time in even the highest level. Students engaged

in practically no sustained derogatory talk. It can safely be concluded that

when verbal interaction patterns based on the entire classroom were studied,

there were no meaningful differences at the elementary level which could be

attributed to classroom racial composition.

The total absence of - gnificant statistical differences was a very impor-

tant finding in light of some popular contentions. It was believed by many

that the majority black classrooms would be characterized by more introverted

and passive student involvement in meaningful teaching-learning activity than

all white or majority white classrooms. Assuming this to be true still others

cuntended that the reason for the more introverted black student behavior was

due to less teacher acceptance of student ideas in majority black classrooms.

Both of these hunches were shown to be incorrect for the Kalamazoo situation.

On the.contrary, despite the lack of significant statistical findings, the

directions of differences suggest that the opposite may be true. Teachers in

the majority white classrooms were a little less accepting of student ideas and

had slightly lower i/d ratios than did those in the majority black classrooms.

Furthermore, student rebellion was a bit higher in white classrooms approaching,

but not achieving, a level which was significantly different from that in major-

ity black classrooms.

In conclusion, Table 4 strongly suggests that teachers used the same teach-

ing model in all classrooms at the elementary level regardless of racial compo-

sition. In behavioral terms teachers were unbiased in the sense that they
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behaved no differently in majority black classrooms than they did in majority

white or all white classrooms. On the other hand, such uniform teaching

models may have some serious limitations, since achievement in the majority black

classrooms was lowest according to state assessment scores. Perhaps teachers

should structure interaction patterns in majority black classrooms which are

different from those in majority white or all white classrooms. More is said

about this later.

It was necessary to investigate the black-white verbal interaction variables,

relating to Question 2, by using a z-ratio based on the binomial distribution

instead of the F ratio, because of the direct influence of racial composition

on these variables. For example, if analysis of variance had been used for

Variable 16 (black student talk) the differences between the three groups would

have been statistically significant almost by definition, since as the peentage

of black students increased the percentage of black talk likely would have in-

creased. The z-ratio made it possible to compare the amount of observed black

activity on different factors with the amount which would have been expected by

chance due to the percentage of blacks. The percentage of black activity expected

on a variable was estimated as the percentage of blacks in a classroom. If a

classroom was 40% black it was expected that 40% of various kinds of student

talk would be black. Tho observed percentage was then compared to this expected

percentage using z-ratios Variables analyzed in tbis manner at the elementary

level are listed in Table 5 with corresponding means and z-ratio comparisons.

Data for related verbal interaction patterns involving whites were revealed by

these z-ratio analyses, because the percentage of white activity was always equal

to one itinus the percentage of black activity for a particular variable, and the

z-ratios were always of the same magnitude but in the opposite direction. There-

fore, it was unnecessary to conduct separate analyses for white verbal interaction

patterns.

Although racial composition was unrelated to overall classroom interaction

patterns, Table 5 points out several sigaificant relationships at the elementary
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Table 5

INTERACTION ANALYSIS DATA FOR BLACK STUDENTS AT ELEMENTARY LEVEL

Vaxiable
Number Variable Name

6 Black rebellion

9 Drill involving black
students

12 Black response

13 Black initiated talk

14 Black derogatory talk

15 Black nonderogatory talk

16 Black talk

27 Restrictive teacher feed-
ba-A to nonderogato..:7
black talk

29 Restrictive teacher feed-
back to derogatory black
talk

31 Teacher acceptance of
nonderogatory black
talk

33 Teacher ar.ceptance
of derogatory black
talk

39 Nonderogatory black
respona to nonderogatory
black talk

42 Nonderogatory white
response to nondarogatory
black talk

44 Nonderogatory black
response to derogatory
black talk

% Observo.d % Expected

12.0

15.7

19.1

19.1

-1.43

.68

17.5 19.1 .32

23.4 19.1 .86

7.9 19.1 -2.26*

20.0 19.1 .18

20.0 19, .13

15.6 19.1 .72

DID NOT OCCUR

13.5 19.1 -1.13

DID NOT OCCUR

49.0 19.1 6.02**

5.8 19.1 -2.69**

3.1 19.1

47 Nonderogatory white
response to derogatory
black talk DID NOT OCCUR

48
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Table 5 (continued)

Variable
Number Variable Name % Observed % Expected

49 Derogatory black response
to nonderogatory black
talk 1.5 19.1

52 Derogatory white response
to nonderogatory black
talk DID NOT OCCUR

54 Derogatory black response
to derogatory black
talk 6.3 19.1

57 Derogatory white response
to derogatory black
talk DID NOT OCCUR

60 Sustained black student
initiated talk 22.7 19.1

-3.56**

-2.58**

.72

*statistically significant at the .05 level

**statistically significant at the .01 level

49



level when black and white student talk were analyzed separately. Most of

these significant differences related to some type of derogatory talk. In

very case less derogatory black student talk was observed than would have

been expected due to the ratio of black to white students. This means that

more derogatory.white talk. was observed than would have been expected due

to the percentage of white students.

The statistically significant negative scores for Variables 14, 44, 49,

and 54 st- , less involvement by black students in these activities than onc

would expect. However, the percentages are so small when related to overall

classroom verbal interaction patterns that these differences do not suggest

black students engaged in a meaningful amount of.less derogatory activity than

did whites. On the other hand, Table 5 does demonstrate the inaccuracy of

certain beliefs that black children engage in more derogatory talk than do

whites. Analysis for Variable 39 (black response to black talk) shows that

blacks were more actively involved in meaningful sustained verbal exchanges

than would be expected based on the percentage of blacks. This finding seems

to rzfute the chage that black students as a group engage in passive intro-

verted behavior.

One other related question is worty of some discussion here. Given that

a black student is talking, who is more likely to respond to that talk--another

black student or a white student? Analysis of Varjable 42 suggests that whites

were less likely to respond to blacks and that blacks were less likely to

respond 1 whites than one would predict based k...1 the ratio of blacks to whites.

Of :ourse, the converse :f,s true in that whites were more likely to respond to

whites and blacks -t;o blacks than to members of the other race.

Secondary Level--This sectioi presents results for Questions 1 and 2 at the

secondary level. Data for the secondary classrooms were treated in exactly the

same way as were data for the elementary classiooms with the exception that it

was possible to consider only two levels of racial composition (all white and
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majority white) instead of the three levels used at the elementary level to

determine the relation between verbal interaction patterns and racial compo-

sition. At the secondary level there x.:-as no majority black classroom which

met the three criteria listed above for inclusion in the study. Table 6

shows the means and F ratios for each verbal interaction variable based on

measures of the overall classroom. Comparisons at the secondary level re-

vealet; quite different results than did those at the elementary level in that

six differences were statistically significant.

In general the all white classrooms were characterized by less structure

than were the mixed classrooms. Support for this statement comes from the

higher mean values associated with the all white classrooms on Variable 5

(confusion), Variable 23 (student talk initiation), and Variable 61 (sustained

student talk). Additional support comes from other comparisons which show that

the -ixed classrooms were characterized by significantly high el. levels of

drill (Variable 11) and more direct student response te teacher ideas and state-

ments (Variable 22). These differences existed despite the fact that teachers

were more accepting (Variable 37) of nonderogatory student talk in the mixed

classrooms than they were in the all white classrooms.

One possible explanation for the obvious disparities between white and

mixed classes is that teachers in mixed classes may have been more concerned

about student discipline than those in all 1,:hite classes. Teachers in mixed

classrooms may have structured lessons and classroc2 environment in such a way

as to minimize student to student interaction and student initiated ideas.

Teachers in white classrooms, however, may have felt somewhat more corfident

in allowing students to exp ass their own ideas and to verbally interact with

fellow ,:.lassmates. Th^ fact that there was more confusion in white classrooms

might be explained by the relatively informal a mosphere.

Table 7, which c':lows verbal interaction anaJyses based on black students,

displays information dire :tly related to Question 2 and also helpful in further
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CLASSROOM INTERACTION ANALYSIS COMPAPISONS FOR SECONDARY
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Variable
Number Variable Name

Su.,-tained acceptance

2 Vicious circle

3 Le( e

4 i/a

5 Confusion

8 Rebellion

11 Drill

22 Student response

23 Student initiated talk

24 Student derogatory talk

25 Student nonderogatory
talk.

26 Student talk

35 Restrictive teacher
feedback to nonderogatory
student talk

36 Restrictive teacher
fe.Aback to derogatory
student talk

37 Teacher acceptance of
nonderogatory student
talk

38 Teacher acceptance of
derogatory talk

43 Nonderogatory student
response to nonderogatory
student talk

Classroom Racial Comliosition

All
White

Majc:rity

White
Majority
Black

.31

5.24

49.94

.23

.28

6.03

4206.

.34

.0 .10

.10

.90

1.70

3.85 1..J0 10.19**

.85 1.72 1.70

4.44 9.26 8.64**

6.11 14.16 7.29**

22.71 14.78 4.71**

.03 .04 .10

28.82 28.94 .00

28.85 28.98 .00

.91 3.41

DID NOT OCCUR

1.49 3.00 5.15**

DID NOT OCCUR

19.21 12.82 2.80
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Table 6 (continued)

Variable
Number Variable Name

_lassroom Racial Composition

All Majority Majority

White White Black

48 Nonderogatory student
response to derogatory
student xesponse DID NOT OCCUR

53 Derogatory student
risponse to nonderogatory
student ta:k DID OCCUR

58 Derogatory student
response to derogatory
student talk .01 .00 .40

61 Sustained student talk 16,26 5.71 11.76**

**statistically significant at the .01 level
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Table 7

INTERACTION ANALYSIS DATA FOR BLACK STUDENTS AT SECONDARY LEVEL

Variable
Number Variable Name % Observed % Expected

6 Black rebellion

9 Drill involving black
students

12 Black response

13 Blck iaitiated talk

14 Black derogatory talk

15 black nonderogatory talk

16 Black talk

27 Restrictive teacher feed-
back to nonderogat.Jry
black talk

29 Restrictive teacher fed-
back to derogatory black
talk

31 Teacher acceptance of
nonderogatory
talk

33 Te11E-2 acceptance
of derogatory blac.,c

talk

39 Nonderogatory black
response to tonderogatory
black talk

Nonderogatory white
response to nonderogatory
blac talk

13.3 12.9 .07

11.4 12.9 -0.26

13.5 12.9 .10

15.7 12.9 .49

3.9 12.9 -1.57

15.5 12.9 .45

15.5 12.9 .46

14.,

DID

12.9

NOT OCCUR

.26

10.9 12.9 -0.35

DID NrT OCCUR

47.2 12.9 5.(2.6**

8.1 12.9 .83

44 Nonderogatury b/ack
response to derogatory
black talk DID NOT OCCUR

47 Nonderogatory white
response co derogatory
black talk DID NOT OCCUR

5 4
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Table 7 (continued)

Variable
Number Variable Name % Observed % Expected

49 Derogatory black response
to nonderogatory bla,A
talk DID NOT OCCUR

52 Derogatory white response
to nonderogatory black
talk DID NOT OCCUR

54 Derogatory black response
to derogatory black
talk 2.9 12.9

57 Derogatory white response
to derogatory black
talk DID NOT OCCUR

60 Sustained 1-,1ack student

initiated talk 14.8 12.9

-1.74

.34

**statistically significant at the .01 level

55
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4nterpreting the nature of the relation between racial composition of classrooms

at the secondary level and verbal interaction patterns. This table, as did

Table 5 for the elementary level, compares the degree of observed black activity

in various categories with the degree of activity which would have been expected

based on the ratio of black to white students at the secondary level. When the

percentage of blacks or whites was statistically controlled, only two of the

variables sLown in Table 7 revealed statistically significant relationships.

Nonderogatory bc :esponse to nonderogatory black talk (Variable 39) was more

prominent than would have been expected. "This finding is consistent with the

finding at the elementary level indicating that bled_ students engaged in sus-

tained nonderogatory verbal exchanges to a highel.- degree than one would expect

based on the percentage of black students. It is interesting to note that for

Variable 54 (derogatory black response to derogatory . 7.ck talk) the finding

suggests that black students actually engaged in less of this particular activity

than would be expected by chance. Again, these two significant findings were

just reversed with respect to white students.

Student Opinions

A second major objective of this study was to investigate student opinions

as they related to racial composition of classrooms based on the neighborhood

school concept and as they related to race. The specific questions asked were:

3. Do student reactions to teachers, to the school
environment, and to each other vary with racial
composition based on the neighborhood school
concept?

4. Do reactions of black students toward teachers, the
schcl environment, and each other differ from those
of ts:udents?

Question 3 wes invcstiga4-ad by administering the Elementary Student Opinion.

Questionnaire to sc. ond euld fourth grade students and administering the Secondary

Student 01377.n7!.or Que.stionnaire to the seventh and tenth grade students. Copies of

these questionnairs were presented on Pages 26 and 27 of this report. For pur-
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poses of analysis the classes were partitioned in exactly the same way as they

ucxe for omparisens based on the verbal interaction variables. That is, the

element.,-,ry ,-1ass were studied separately from the secondary classes. Further-

more, the :'.e1-..ntary classes were partitioned into the three levels consisting

f all white, majority white, and majority black, and the secondary classrooms

were partitioned into two levels cons77sting of all white and mixed or majority

white for the same reasons p.::esented for the verbal interaction variables. One

primary reason for considering Question 3 was to determine if student opinions

of certain classroom factors reflected the same differences as observed in actual

behaviors reported above. The study of Question 4 was desi-ned to supplement

understanding of Question 3 by revealing the nature of differences between

opinions of black and wilite students.

Elementary Level--Table 8 shows the average responses cf elementary classrooms

to each item on the Elementary Student Opinion Questionnaire and an average for

all items ccmbined. These average classroom responses are shown for all stu-

dents combined a- well as for black and white students separately for each of the

three levels: all white, majority white, and majority black classrooms. Of

course, it was impossible to study black student responses in all white class-

rooms. As Table 8 indicates when all students in a class were considered, regard-

less of race, only one item reflected a difference which could be attributed to

racial composition. That item was nutber 16, "Are the children in your class

friendly?". Children in all white classes viewed their classmates as being more

friendly than did the children in the majority white or majority black classrooms.

When white responses were treated separately, differences on a few more

items were revealed. White children in all white classrooms seemed tc feel that

their teacher liked them muCh better than did white children in majority white

classrooms, who in turn thought their teacher liked them better than did white

children in majority black classrooms. In a like manner, responses to Item 12 indi-

cated that white children in all white classrooms thought they were learning more
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Table 8

COMPARISONS ON ELEMENTARY STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

Item Key Item Words

All Students

W MW MB F

White Students

W MW MB F

Black Students

MW MB F

1 Understand teacher 4.0 3.9 4.0 .10 3.9 3.9 4.0 .30 3.7 3.9 1.40

2 Teacher fair 4.3 4.3 4.0 2.60 4.3 143 4.0 1.50 4.2 4.0 .14

3 Kids behave 3.1 3.1 2.8 1.20 3.1 3.1 3.0 .24 3.0 2.9 .05

4 Teacher likes you 4.3 4.1 4.1 1.80 4..2 4.0 3.8 4.6gc 4.3 4.2 .04

5 Class fun 3.9 3.8 3.9 1.70 4.0 3.8 3.9 1.40 3.7 3.9 .30

6 Ideas important to
teacher 3.4 3.3 3.2 1.90 3.5 3.3 3.4 1.30 3.1 3.2 .03

7 Teacher encourages
questioas and ideas 3.6 3.5 3.6 .22 3.7 3.5 3.5 .27 3.8 3.8 .00

8 Teacher accepts
different ideas 3.3 3.3 3.5 .27 3.3 3.3 3.4 .24 3.2 3.6 .71

9 Teacher angers
easily 2.9 3.1 3.1 .55 3.0 3.1 3.1 .27 3.7 3.1 2.20

10 Freedom of expression 3.2 3.1 3.4 1.00 3.2 3.2 3.3 .23 3.1 3.5 .85

11 Enjoy participation 3.6 3.4 3.5 1.30 3.6 3.4 3.5 1.10 3.6 3.6 .01

12 Learn a lot 4.3 4.1 4.0 2.70 4.3 4.2 3.6 12.30* 4.2 14.1 .05

13 Fear of being picked

on 2.7 2.8 3.2 1.80 2.8 2.8 3.3 2.50 2.7 3.2 .93

14 Like teacher 4.3 4.3 4.5 .80 4.2 4.3 4.5 1.20 4.0 4.4 .82

15 Like school 4.1 3.8 3.7 2.50 4.1 3.9 3.7 1.90 2.9 3.6 1.90

16 Classmates friendly 3.7 3.4 3.2 6.10 3.7 3.4 3.4 4.10* 3.2 3.3 .15

17 Overall 3.7 3.6 3.6 1.70 3.7 3.6 3.6 1.40 3.5 3.6. .50

*statistically significant at the .05 level

**statistically significant at the .01 level
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than did white children in majority white classrooms, and white children in

majority black classrooms thought they were learning the 1,cast. With respect

to Item 13, white Children in all white or majority white classrooms evidenced

little concern about other students picking on them when compared with white

children in majority black classrooms. Finally, white children in all white

classrooms viewed the childre.1 in their class as being significantly more

friendly than did white children in either majority white or majority black

classrooms.

When black student responses were treated separately there were no signifi-

cant differences on any questionnaire item due to racial composition of class-

rooms. It seems that racial composition, whether majority white or majority

black, was unrelated to the attitudes of black children toward school. White

children, however, appeared to be sensitive to racial composition and reflected

more positive attitudes in the all white classrooms than in the majority black

classrooms.

Table 9 presents data related to Question 4 regarding differences in opinions

of black and white students. The table shows item by item comparisons between

responses of black students and white students to each questionnaire item. Al-

though attitudes of black children did not vary as a function of whether those

children were in either majority white or,majority black classrooms, black

children did have significantly more unfavorable attitudes than did white cnildren

on several items. With respect to Item 6, "Does your teacher think what you

say is important?", white students thought that their ideas were more impor-

tant to the teacher than did black. children. Black children thought their

teacher got angry wl-en little problems came up in class (Item 9) much more fre-

quently than did white children. Also, there was a highly significant statisti-

cal difference between attitudes of white children and black children toward

school (Item 15). White children liked school much better than did black children.
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Table 9

BLACK-WHITE COMPARISONS ON ELEMENTARY STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

Item Key Item Wolds Blacks Whites

1 Understand teacher 3.8 3.9 -1.5

2 Teacher fair 4.1 4.3 -1.1

3 Kids behave 2.8 3.1 -1.9*

4 Teacher likes you 4.3 4.1 1.1

5 Class fun 3.8 3.9 -0.6

6 Ideas important
to teacher 3.2 3.4

7 Teacher encourages
questions and ideas 3.8 3.6 0.9

8 Teacner accepts
different ideas 3.3 3.3 -0.0

9 Teacher angers easily 3.5 3.0 2.8**

10 Freedom of expression 3.2 3.2 .0

11 Enjoy participation 3.6 3.5 0.6

12 Learn a lot 4.2 4.1 .25

13 Fear of being picked
on 2.8 2.9 -0,3

14 Like teacher 4.1 4.3 -1.1

15 Like school 3.1 3.9

16 Classmates friendly 3.2 3.5

17 Overall 3.5 3.6 -1.5

*statistically significant at the .05 level

**statistically significant at the .01 level
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Finally, white children viewed their classmates to be much more friendly

than did black children (Item 16).

There are probably many reasons for the differences observed in student

attitudes. However, the frequently mentioned reason regarding racist teacher

behavior does not appear to be valid for the Kalamazoo situation. In behavioral

terms, there was no relation between racial composition of classrooms and

verbal interaction patterns. Teachers were as accepting, or a little more

accepting, of black student talk than they were of white student talk and

meaningful nonderogatory black verbal exchanges were a little more frequent

than would have been expected. Yet black children felt that the teacher didn't

have as much respect for their ideas as did white children, black children liked

school less than white children, etc. Since these differences in student

opinions cannot be attributed to differencas in observable teacher behavior. The

more negative attitudes of black children may be a function of factors operating

outside of the formal classroom or, at least, of cues other than those measured

by the interaction analysis observers. More is said about 's in the final

chapter.

Secondary Level--The design for analyzing secondary sr lent opinion data

was identical to that for analyzing secondary verbal inter& cion data. Two

levels on the predictor variable, racial composition, were considered. These

levels were all white classrooms and mixed classrooms. Again, all mixed class-

rooms were majority white. The criterion measure in this analysis was student

opinion. As Table 10 shows, the racial composition of classes was unrelated

to student att:Ltudes toward the teacher, the class, the general school environ-

ment, and each other at the secondary level. This was true when average responses

of all students per item were considered and also when responses of white stu-

dents were analyzed separately. Black student responses were not analyzed separ-

ately due to the fact that there was only one level on the predictor variable

which contained black students since no black students were in all white classes.
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Table 10

COMPARISONS ON SECONDARY STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

All Students White StudEants

Item Key Item Words White Mixed F White Mixed

1 Understand ideas

2 Teacher fair

3 Classroom orderly
but comfortable

4 Teacher likes you

5 Class interesting
and challenging

6 Teacher respects
your ideas

7 Teacher encourages
questions and ideas

8 Teacher accepts
your opinions

9 Teacher angers
easily

10 Freedom of expression

11 Enjoy participation

12 Learn a lot

13 Fear of being picked
on

14 Like most teachers

15 Like school

16 Classmates friendly

17 Overall

3.8 3.9 .40 3.8 3.4 2.00

3.8 3.8 .00 3.8 3.9 .16

3.5 3.5 .13 3.5 3.5 .10

3.5 3.5 .16 3.5 3.6 .46

3.0 3.2 1.20 3.0 3.2 1.20

3.8 3.9 .60 3 8 4.0 1.00

3.9 3.9 .03 3.9 4.0 .13

3.4 3.5 .20 3.4 3.5 .74

2.9 2.7 .47 2.9 2.6 1.00

3.3 3.4 .45 3.3 3.4 .13

2.9 2.9 .00 2.9 3.0 .30

3.4 3.6 1.30 3.4 3.6 1.70

1.8 1.8 .04 1.8 1.8 .10

3.4 3.5 1.20 3.4 3.:s 2.00

3.5 3.4 1.00 3.5 3.4 .27

3.3 3.3 .04 3.3 3.3 .13

3.3 3.4 .40 3.3 3.4 .90
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Although no significant differences were found in the attitudes of secon-

dary students which were related to whether students were in all white or

mixed classrooms, it was still of interest to determine whether the opinions

of black students and white students differed from each other. This latter

consideration deals with Question 4 at the secondary level, and Table 11

presents the related findings. As the table indicates, there were significant

differences with respect to two items. On Item 1, white students expressed

the feeling that ideas were presented at a level which they could understand

_ach ; fe C,-n did black students. In response to Item 8, white students

indicated that teachers were able to see things from their point of view to

a much higher degree than did black students.

As was true at the elementary level the findings for secondary are of

special interest when considered in combination with the findings based on the

interaction analysis data. More extensive interpretations of these findings

are presented in the next chapter.

Having found significant differences on certain items between black stu-

dents and white students, it was decided to determine ii there was a relation

between grade level and the way students viewed school by investigating

Question 5.

Do students at different grade levels have different
reactions toward teachers, the school environment,
and each other?

Table 12 s ows mean values and F ratios for the four grade levels considered

and the average responses of students in these grade levels to each item of the

questionnaire. Clearly, there were statistically significant differences on

several of the items. Elementary students viewed their teacher as being more

fair than did secondary students. They viewed the class as being more orderly.

They thought teachers liked them better than did secondary students. They

thought their class was more fun. They liked to be called on better. They
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Table 11

BLACK-WHITE COMPARISONS ON SECONDARY STUDENT OPINION QUESTIJNNAIRE

Item Key Item Words Blacks Whites

1 Understand ideas 35 3.9 3.6

2 Teacher fair 3.7 3.9 -1.1

3 Classroom orderly
but comfortable 3.8 3.5 1.6

4 Teacher likes you 3.4 3.6 -0.7

5 Class interesting
and challenging 3.2 3.1 0.5

6 Teacher respects
your ideas 3.6 3.9

7 Teacher encourages
questions and ideas 3.8 3.9 -1.3

8 Teacher accepts
your opinions 3.1 3.5 2.2*

9 Teacher angers
easily 3.0 3.7 1.1

10 Freedom of expression 3.6 3.4 1.3

11 Enjoy participation 2.8 2.9 -1.3

12 Learn a lot 3.6 3.6 -0.0

13 Fear of being picked
on 1.7 1.8 -0.3

14 Like most teachers 3.4 3.5 -0.3

15 Like school 3.1 3.5 -1.9

16 Classmates friendly 3.4 3.3 1.0

17 Overall 3.3 3.4 -0.5

*statistically significant at the .05 level

64
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Table 12

RE-ATION BETWEEN STUDENT OPINIONS AND GRADE LEVEL FOR ALL STUDENTS

Student Opinion
Questionnaire Item Second Fourth

Grade Level

Seventh Tenth

J. Presentation of ideas 3.97 3.94 3.81 3.93 1.45

2. Is teacher fair? 4.21 4.26 3.70 4.06 7.67*

3. Is class orderly? 2.98 3.07 3.30 3.83 10.42*

4. Does teacher like you? 4.33 4.04 3.40 3.69 27.81*

5. Is your class fun? 3.91 3.84 2.93 3.41 26.20*

6. Does your teacher respect
your ideas? 3.33 3.79 4.01 3.54 11.00*

7. EL,courage student parti-

cipation? 3.35 3.86 3.88 3.99 8.56*

8. Can teacher see your point
of view? 3.23 3.46 3.33 3.56 1.80

9. Does teacher get angry? 3.13 2.94 3.03 2.44 4.43*

10. Do you feel free to express
your ideas? 3.13 3.29 3.30 3.55 2.14

11. Do you like to be called
on? 3.62 3.48 2.93 3.32 18.69*'

12. Do you feel you learn a lot? 4.15 4.19 3.52 3.57 23.30*'

13. Do you worry that other stu-
dents might pick on you? 3.12 2.57 2.07 1.33 43.18*,

14. Do you like your teacher? 4.35 4.23 3.41 3.51 31.24*'

15. Do you like this school? 4.11 3.74 3.48 3.31 10.S8*

16. Are students friendly? 3.44 3.53 3.23 3.34 2.77

17. Overall 3.70 3.60 3.30 3.40 13.20*1

**statistically significant at the .01 level
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believed they were learning a lot. They worried much more than did secondary

students about being picked on. Finally, they liked their teachers and their

school much better. On the other hand, secondary students indicated that

teachers had more respect for their ideas than did elementaiy students and that

they were more encouraged by teachers to participate in class.

Tables 13 and 111 show the relation between grade level and student opin-

ions when black students and white students were considered separately.

Table 13 shows quite clearly that, although black students and white students

have some differet opinions as reflected in earlier analyses, black students

also saw school differently as a function of grade level. The nature of

these different views was a direct function of grade level as it was for

all students combined. In general, black second and fourth graders had much

more -avorable attitudes toward the several factors measured by the opinion

questionnaire than did black seventh and tenth grade students. Table 14

indicates that the results for white students were the same in that younger

white W.:I/dents liked school much better than did older white students.

Teacher Perceptions

Questioa 6 dealt with teacher perceptions which might be a function of

classroom racial composition. The specific question studied was:

Do teacher perceptions cf their jobs, principals, and
students vary with classroom racial composition based
on the neighborhood school concept?

Once again, for purposes of analysis, the sample was partitioned in the same

way as it was for the above analyses. Elementary classes were treated separately

from secondary. Elementary classrooms were divided into all white, majority

white, majority black, and secondary classrooms were divided into all white and

majority white. Table 15 displays the the results of elementary and secondary

teacher responses to two questionnaires. The Teacher Opinion Questionnaire,

presented in the appendix, was designed to determine teacher role stress on three

work components: the building principal, teaching as a job, and the students.
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Table 13

RELATION BETWEEN STUDENT OPINIONS AND
GRADE LEVEL FOR BLACK STUDENT!'

Student Opinion
Questionnaire Item Second Fourth

Grade Level

Seventh Tenth

1. Presentation of ideas 3.74 3.77 3.42 3.65 1.20

2. Is teacher fair? 4.28 4.04 3.51 3.94 2.37

3. Is class orderly? 2.92 2.75 3.72 3.91 6.-94*

4. Does your teacher like You? 4.71 4.02 3.38 3.45 5.45

5. Is your class fun? 4.00 3.71 3.05 3.45 2.80*

6. Does teacher respect your
ideas? 3.31 3.04 3.81 3.36 2.61

7. Does teacher encourage
Gtudent participation? 3.45 3.98 3.55 4.01 1.68

8. Gan teacher see your point
of view? 3.89 3.02 2.96 3.22 2.74

9. Does teacher become angry? 3.40 3.62 3.31 2.54 3.65*

10. Do you feel free to exrress
your ideas? 3.14 3.28 3.73 3.45 .82

11. Do you like to be called
on? 3.62 3.61 2.71 2.83 4.10*

12. Do you feel you learn a,lot? 4.38 4.01 3.48 3.65 2.82*

13. Do you worry that other 1:3tu-

dents might pick on you? 3.46 2.53 1.74 1.75 6.29*1

14. Do yi,u like your teachers? 4.65 3.77 3.55 3.31 4.28*

15. Do you like this school? 3.31 3.01 3.28 2.96 .28

16. Are fellow students friendly? 3.24 3.17 3.65 3.11 1.16

17. Overall 3.70 3.50 3.30 3.30 3.10

*statistically significant at the .05 level

**statistically significant at the .01 level
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Table .14

RELATION BETWEEN STUDENT OPINIONS AND
GRADE LEVEL FOR WHITE STUDENTS

Student Opinion
Questionnaire Item Second Fourth

Grade Level

Seventh Tenth

1. Presentation of ideas 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 .19

2. Is teacher fair? 4.2 4.3 3.7 4.1 5.40*'

3. Is class orderly? 3.1 3.1 3.3 3.9 8.20*;

4. Does your teacher like you? 4.3 3.9 3.4 3.7 17.50*

5. Is your c1E-s fun? 3.9 3.8 2.9 3.4 21.60*t

6. Does teacher respect your
ideas? 3.5 3.4 3.8 4.1 10.40*1

7. Does teacher encourage
student participation? 3.3 3.8 3.9 4.0 7.10*/

8. Can teacher see your point
of view? 2 3.4 3.4 3.6 2.20

9. Does teacher become angry. 3.2 2.9 2._ 2.4 4.60**

10. Do you feel free to express
your ideas? 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.5 1.40

11. Do you Like to be called
on? 3.6 3.4 3.0 2.9 13.30**

12. Do you feel you learn a lot? 4.1 4.1 3.5 3.6 14.10*

13. Do you worry that other stu-
dents might pick on you? 3.1 2.6 2.1 1.4 37.00**

14. Do you like your teachers? 4.3 4.2 3.4 3.6 24.80**

15. Do you like this school? 4.2 3.7 3.5 3.4 11.90**

16. Are fellow students friendly? 3.5 1.6 3.2 3.4 4.30**

17. Overall 3.7 3.6 3.3 3.4 10.80**

**statistically significant at the .01 level
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Table 15

TEACHER OPINIONS RELATED TO CLASSROOM RACIAL COMPOSITION

Questionnaire

Elementary

All Majority Majority

White White Black F

Secondary

All Majority

White White F

Teacher describes
principal on TOQ .55 .63 .58 .19 .62 .58 .05

Teacher describes
job on TOQ .31 .58 .34 447* .36 .63 2.96

Teacher describes
students on TOQ .31 .59 .27 5.80* .45 .54 .41

l

*statistically significant at the .05 level
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As the table indicates, elementary teachers 1.ad more role stress regarding

their job and students in the majority white classrooms than in either the

all white or the majority black classrooms. However, the amount of abso-

lute stress was so small that this particular finding is of little practical

significance. At the secondary level there was no relation between racial

composition and role stress of teachers.

Teachers were also asked to fill out the student opinion questionnaires

by estimating how they thought the students in their class would respond on

the average to each questionnaire item. As Table 15 indicates, at the elemen-

tary level there was no relation between racial composition of classrooms

and how teachers thought students would respond to the questionnaire. This

finding is consistent with the observation that teachers used essentially

the same teaching model in all elementary classrooms. At the secondary level,

however, teachers estimated that students in all white classrooms would have

more favorable opinions than students in mixed classrooms. This estimate was

incorrect as the above analysis showed that there was no relation between

racial composition and opinions of secondary students.

Congruence Between Student and Teacher Opinions

The final question investigated was the accuracy of teacher est_L-aces uz

student opinions. At the elementary level opinions of students were related

to racial compos_tion while this relation was not reflected in teacher percep-

tions of the opinions. Just the reverse was found at the secondary level

where student opinions were unrelated to racial composition although teacher

estimates of student opinions reflected a relationship. Given these discrepan-

cies between teacher and student responses to the student opinion questionnaires,

Question 7 was investigated to yield a better understanding of the nature of

theE,,e discrepancies. The specific question studied was:

What is the congruence between student opinions regarding
selected classroom variables and teacher perceptions of
student opinions?
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The analysis for Question 7 consisted of correlating the average

response of each class to each item with the corresponding teacher response.

Table 16 shows the computed correlations for each item and for all items

treated as a group for both elementary and secondary classrooms. Obviously,

elementary teachers did not have an accurate assessment of how their stu-

dents viewed school. On most questionnaire items there simply was no rela-

tion between the way students responded and the way teachers thought they

would respond. Exceptions were Item 1, "Are the ideas presented at a level

which you can understand?", Item 4, "Do you feel that this teacher likes you?",

and Item 6, "Does this teacher have Tespect for the things you say in class?".

On these items there was a significant positive correlaticn.

The same analysis at the secondary level indicated tha- secondary teachers

had a more accurate assessment of how students viewed sch than did the

elementary teachers. As can be seen in Table 16, there wz., a positive signi-

ficant statistical relation between student responses anE teacher estimates of

how students would respond on: Item 1, "Are the ideas p: 'nted at a level

which you can understand?"; Item 2, "Is this teacher fair and impartial in his

treatment of all students in the class?"; Item 3, "Is this ch,-ssroom orderly

but relaxed and friendly?"; Item 4, "Do you feel that this teacher _Likes you?";

item 6, "Does this teacher has respect for the things you have to say in class?";

Item 7, "Does this teacher encourage you to raise questions and express ideas in

class?"; Item 8, "Is this teacher able to see things from your point of view?";

and Item 17, (the overall average). Nevertheless, even at the secondary level

teachers had a very poor assessment of how students viewed school on the following

significant items: Item 5, "Is this class interesting and challenging?"; Item 9,

"Does this teacher become angry when little problems arise in class?"; Item 10,

"Do you feel free to give your own ideas and express your o-n odinions in this

class?"; Item 11, "Do you like to be called on in this class?", Item 12, "Do

you feel like you learn a lot in this class?"; Item 13, "Do you like this school?";
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Table 16

RELATION BETWEEN STUDENT OPINIONS AND
TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT OPINIONS

Student Op:'.nion
Questionnaire Item

Correlation Between Student and Teacher Responses

Elementary Secondary

1.

2.

Presentation of ideas

Is teacher fair?

.36**

.11

.36*

.44**

3. Is class orderly? .23 .36*

4. Does your teacher like you? .27* .40*

5. Is your class fun? .07 .09

6. Does teacher respect your
ideas? .31* .51**

7. Does teacher encourage stu-
dent participation? .10

8. Can teacher see your point
of view? .03

9.. Does teacher become angry? .17 .23

10. Do you feel free to express
yOur ideas? -.06 .25

11. Do you like to be called on? -.05 -.06

12. Do you feel you learn a lot? .10 .06

13. Do you worry that other stu-
dents will pick on you? -.15 .20

14. Do you like your teachers? .02 .32

15. Do you like this school? .06 .19

16. Are fellow students friendly? .05 -.01

17 Overall .23 .46

*statistically significant at the .05 level

**statistically significant at the .01 level
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Item 16, "Are the students in this school friendly?". Hence, it can be concluded

that in general teachers at the secondary level also had an inaccurate percep-

tion of how students were reacting to several important factors of their school

environment.



Chapter IV

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

In this chapter an attempt has been made to summarize the study in non-

statistical terms, discuss major conclusions, and present recommendations.

Summary

Shortly after the Kalamazoo Public Schools adopted an extensive desegregation

plan based on a two-way bussing approach patterned after the Berkeley California

Schools, the writer was commissioned to conduct a study designed to reveal strengths

and weaknesses of the proposed plan. It was originally intended to collect appro-

priate baseline data prior to desegregation and then to observe subsequent

changes in the data at various times after the desegregation had been implemented

to obtain systematic feedback regarding desegregation effects. The collection,

analysis, and interpretation of the baseline data collected during the spring

of 1971 constituted Phase I of the overall study. The findings of only the

Phase I study are reported here. It in A: to kc14 in riC,d tuis do

menz is a report of research findings in classrooms operating on the neighbor-

hood school concept. In :10 way should the study be thought of as an evaluatioL.

of desegregation effEeL;ts.

ihe criterion 7ariabis receiving primary emphasis in the study were class-

room Ievbal interaction patterns. Other outcome variables investigated were

studemt and teacherr opinions. The barsic design attempted to determine how the

raciaL composition of classrooms baseu on the neighborhood school Ioncept

to eacia of these criterion measures. Also included was an investigation of tic.a

relat7lon which race had with verbad interaction patterns and student opinions-

The final analysis was a computation of the correlation between student opinions

and teacher perceptions of student opinioL.s.

6 74
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A behavior classification system similar to Flanders' (1970) basic set of

ten categories was developed to measure the verbal interaction patterns,

although changes were incorporated which allowed for the differentletion of

black from white student talk. Also, Flanders' three categories for desig-

nating indirect teacher behavior were combin7-1 into a single category. Student

opinion questionnaires were based on instruments developed by the writer as

director of the Educator Feedback Center at Western hichigan University. All

instruments were used in a representative sample of classrooms in the Kalamazoo

Public Schools. The sample consisted of 32 second grade classes, 31 fourth

grade classes, 20 seventh grade classes, and 14 tenth grade classes. After two

days of intensive training in the use of behavior classification systems and

the administration of opinion questionnaires, 25 observers and four research

assistants, working with the writer, began collecting data. Data on 61 ver-

bal interaction patterns were gathered for an average of four to seven hours

in each of 97 classrooms. The administrati,n of opinion questionnaires required

approximately one additional hour. All baseline data were collected aver a

period of two weeks during late spring of the 1971 school year.

The major questions investigated during the Phase I study and summaries of

the primary findings corresponding to individual questions are listed below.

In each case a summary for the elementary level is followed by one for the

secondary level.

Question 1. Do classroom verbal interaction patterns vary
with racial composition based on the neigh=
borhood school concept?

At the elementary level there was no meaningful relation between racial

composition based on the neighborhood school concept and any of the classroom

verbal interaction variables studied. Essentially the same verbal interaction

patterns were observed at the elementary level in all white, majority white, and

majority black classrooms. Teachers were just as accepting of black student

ideas as they were of white student ideas, and they engaged in the same amount
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of criticizing, directing, lecturing, and questioning regardless of the racial

composition of the classroom.

At the secondary level a few significant differences on overall class-

room verbal interaction patterns were observed. The nature of these differences

was such that all white classrooms were characterized by less structure than

were racially mixed classrooms. Students in all white classrooms initiated

their own ideas and thoughts more often and engaged in more sustained student

talk than did those in mixed classes. Mixed classrooms, on the other hand,

had significantly more drill and short student response to teacher questions.

Question 2. Do classroom verbal interaction patterns
involving black studnts differ from those
involving white students?

At the elementary level, when verbal interaction patterns involving black

students were studied separately from those involving white students, a few

f'sticall; significant differences were found. Most of these differences

were related to some type of derogatory talk. Less derogatory black student

talk was observed than would have been expected due to the ratio of black to

white students in grades two and four° This finding indicates that white

children were engaged in slightly more derogatory talk than would have been

expected due to the percentage of white students. However, the amount of activity

spent in these areas was so small that the significant differences are of

little practical interest other than to demonstrate that black students did

not engage in more derogatory talk than whites. One other significant finding

showed that there was a much higher rate of nonderogatory black response to

nonderogatory black talk than would have been exoected. The same was true for

nonderogatory white response to nonderogatory white talk. This finding suggests

that sustained verbal exchanges were more likely to occur within than across

races in elemeutary classrooms.

When Question 2 was investigated at the secondary level, the findings were

similar to those for the elementary level with the exception that not quite as

many variables revealed statistically significant differences. Again, nondero-
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gatory sustained verbal exchanges were more likely to occur within than

beL:ween races, and derogatory exchanges occurred more frequently between

than within races. However, as was true with elementary students, derogatory

exchanges practically never occurred.

Question 3. Do student reactions to teachers, the
school environment, and to each other
vary with racial composition based on
the neighborhood school concept?

When student opinions were assessed at the elementary level there were no

differences in the opinions of black children which could be attributed to

racial composition of classrooms. White children, however, did appear to

be somewhat sensitive to the racial composition factor. White children in

all white classrooms reported that their teacher liked them better than did

white children in majority white classrooms, who in turn said that their

teacher liked them better than did white children in majority black classrooms.

Also, white children in all white classrooms believed that they were learning

more than did white children in majority white classrooms, while white

children ih majority black classrooms thought they were learning the least of

the three groups compared. White children in all white or majority white class-

rooms evidenced little concern about other students picking on them while white

children in majority black classrooms indicated considerable concern in this

regard. Finally, white children in all white classrooms viewed the children

in their class to be significantly more friendly than did white children in

either majority white or majority black classrooms.

At the secondary level, when student opinions were related to racial compo-

sition of classrooms, no significant relationship was found for any of the 16

items on the questionnaire. The attitudes of secondary students, both black

and white, were unrelated to the racial composition of their classrooms.

Question 4. Do reactions of black students toward
teachers, the school environment and each
other differ from those of white students?
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At the elementary level black children had significantly more unfavorable

attitudes toward schcol than did white children on several items. Black

children: (1) did not view their ideas to h- as important to the teacher as

did white children; (2) thought their teacher got angry more frequently than

did white children; (3) liked school less than did white children; and (4)

rated their classmates as being less friendly than did white children.

At the secondary level two significant differences between opinions of

black students and white students were observed. White students indicated that

ideas were presented at a level which they could understand much more so than

did black students, and they reported that teachers were able to see things

from their point of view to a higher degree than did black students.

Question 5. Do students at different grade levels have
different reactions toward teachers, the
school environment, and each other?

When grade level was related to student opinions, highly significant differ-

ences were found on nearly every questionnaire item. The nature of these differ-

ences generally followed a pattern whereby second and fourth grade children had

more favorable attitudes than did seventh and tenth grade students. Two

exceptions were that secondary students viewed their teachers as having more

respect for their ideas and as being more encouraging of student participation

than did elementary students. When opinions of black students and white stu-

dents were treated separately by grade level, the differences were still ob-

served in that the younger students had more favorable attitudes than did the

older students.

Question 6. Do teacher perceptions of their jobs, prin-
cipals, and students vary with classroom
racial composition based on the neighborhood
school concept?

When a measure of teacher role stress was related to classroom racial compo-

sition, elementary teachers in majority white classrooms reported slightly more

role stress than did those in all white or majority black classrooms. At the
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secondary level, however, teachers in all white classrooms predicted that their

students would have more favcrable aiTtitudes than did teachers in mixed classes.

Question 7. What is the congruence between student
opinions regarding selected classroom
variables and teacher perceptions of
student opinions?

The correlation between teacher perceptions of student opinions and actual

student opinions was very low. At the elementary level teachers had a poorer

than chance assessment of student opinions on 13 out of 16 items. At the

secondary level the accuracy of teacher perceptions was a little better, al-

though teachers still predicted below a reasonable chance estimate on 9 of the

16 questionnaire items.

Conclusions

As one goes from the type of summary statements listed above to more general

conclusions based on these statements, one begins to get removed from his data.

This being the case, general conclusions normally have weaker empirical sup-

port than do simple summaries of findings. Recognizing that many varied conclu-

sions may be warranted as a result of the Phase I study, the writer feels obli-

gated to present several personal reactions which seem to have relevance for the

Kalamazoo Public Schools.

In behavioral terms there is no reason to believe that Kalamazoo teachers,

as a group, discriminate againstlack students. Teachers are just as accepting

of ideas expressed by blacks as of those expressed by whites. Yet black stu-

dents at both the elementary and secondary levels have more unfavorable atti-

tudes toward the school environment and seem to feel that teachers are less

accepting of them than do whites. It seems likely that these differences in

student opiaions may be a function of environmental influences over which the

teacher has little control. Perhaps the massive negative publicity regarding

white racism has influenced the opinions of black students to such a degree that

79
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racially unbiased teacher behavior is still interpreted as biased by black

students.

A similar phenomenon may be operating with respect to white children.

White children in majority black classrooms expressed more negative concerns

regarding their school environment than did white children in all white or

majority white classrooms in spite of the fact that black students engaged in

more positive and less negative classroom behavior than would have been pre-

dicted based on the ratio of black to white students. These negative white

opinions may be more a function of racist influence in extra-school environments

than of what actually happens in school.

Many positive teacher practices, such as those implied by the above conclu-

sions, were identified in this report. Nevertheless, like all other groups,

there are areas in which the Kalamazoo teachers could become more effective.

The rather consistent teaching-learning patterns found in nearly all class-

rooms regardless of racial composition suggest that most teachers seem to view

all groups of students as products to be treated according to fixed teaching

models rather than individual classrooms having different neeas. Furthermore,

teachers appear to be somewhat unaware of the needs and concerns of black and

white students alike. This contention is supported by the very inaccurate teach-

er perceptions of the way students view school. Elementary teachers were not

aware of white student opinions varying as a function of racial composition.

Secondary teachers attributed a difference in student attitudes due to racial

composition which did not exist. At both levels teachers simply did not know

how their students were reacting to them, to the learning environment, or to each

other.

Elementary teachers seem to use esqentially the same teaching model regard-

less of classroom racial composition. In one sense it might appear as if this

equivaleuce of teaching models is desirable due to the fact that it further

demonstrates a lack of behavioral racial discrimination on the part of teachers.
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On the other hand, given considerable differences in achievement related to

classroom racial composition, perhaps classroom verbal interaction patterns should

vary as a function of racial composition. It is quite possible that teaching

models which result in high achievement in all white or majority white class-

rooms are not the most effective for majority black classrooms.

A difference in teaching strategies was observed at the secondary level.

There appears to be more structure in mixed classrooms than in all white class-

rooms. One explanation for this difference might be that secondary teachers

may be more successful than elementary teachers in adapting to needs of different

student groups. A different interpretation is that teachers in mixed classrooms

are more concerned about discipline than are those in all white classrooms and

structure the classroom environment in such a way as to minimize student inter-

action.

The significant relation between grade level and student attitudes of both

black and white students strongly suggests that something happens to "turn kids

off" with school over a period of years. Relatively favorable attitudes toward

teachers, the school environment, and other students seem to deteriorate

steadily as students progress through school. This is a disturbing observation

which undoubtedly is not unique to Kalamazoo. The problem is especially acute

for black children when one considers the fact that their attitudes are more

negative than those of white children to begin with.

Recommendations

From a scientific point of view it is even more risky to make recommendations

than to draw conclusions. Nevertheless, the following recommendations based on

results of the Phase I study are presented for the reader's consideration.

Regardless of the type of desegregation plan finally adopted by the Kalama-

zoo Public Schools, it is unreasonable to believe that the plan will be successful
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unless accompanied by concomitant changes in other areas. As an attempt to

implement changes in at least one other area, it is recommended that extensive

in-service training be provided for Kalamazoo teachers. One type of training

deemed necessary as a result of this report involves experimentation wiel dif-

ferent teaching models for different groups of students and learning objectives,

The training should include techniques for providing teachers with rapid

systematic feedback regarding the extent to which both process and product

objectives are achieved. The use of behavior feedback baEed on appropriate

behavlor classification systems and of objeczivc_Ly measured student reactions

coul go far toward helping teachers relate mon:: effectively with stt_dents at

all levels. Furthermore, it seems reasonab1 t assume that such changes in

teacher effectiveness should result in improved student learning.

Because the primary thrust of this study was directed toward classroom

variables, the above recommendations relate to techniques for improving teacher

effectiveness. It is recognized that other factors such as administrative

practices, parental attitudes, and board of education policies share responsi-

bility with teachers for the quality of education offered by the Kalamazoo

Public Schools. A discussion of these other factors was beyond the scope

of this study.
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APPENDIX A

THE TEACHER OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

and

THE ADMINISTRATOR IMAGE QUESTIONNAIRE
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TEACHER OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

Respond to each of the following questions from two different points of
view. First indicate what you believe to be a "reasonable expectation" for
your job and then rate the "actual situation."

(1) READ each item carefully,

(z) THINK about the item in terms of how much you could reasonable
expe2t it to be present in your job (reasonable expectation) anu
in terms of how much it is actually present in your job (actual
situation).

(3) DECIDE whether (N) Never, (S) Seldom, (0) Occasionally, (F)
Frequently, or (A) Always represents your reaction to the
question for "reasonable expectation" and whether N, S, 0,
F, or A represents your reaction to the question for "actual
sftuation."

(4) DRAW A CIRCLE around one of the letters under the "reasonable
expectation" column and also around one of the letters under
the "actual situation" column which indicate your response to
the statement.

Code

N = Never
S = Seldom
0 . nryasionally

F = Frequently
A = Always

(5) MARK your answers as shown in the examples below.

EXAMPLE: My job is fun

My boss is nice

78

Reasonable Actual
Expectation SituationNSOFA NSOFA
NSOFA NSOFA

Note that we are asking for a "reasonable expectation" in terms of your job
rather than a completely ideas situation. In the example it may be unreasonable
to expect a particular job to be fun always because of the nature of the job.
Likewise, you may not expect your boss to always be nice. The point is, "What is
a reasonable expectation and what is the actual situation?" The actual situation
may occur more often, about the same, or less often than a reasonable expectation.
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Please describe your principal on the following factors:

Reasonable
Expectation

ActuaL
Situation

,--4
.0
0
a) cn
o o

ca a)
a) :.,- ,.-i
54 r-I W W

44 -c4 z cn

1. Asks my advice NSOFA NSOFA
2. Hard to please NSOFA N S 0

3. Impolite N S 0 F A NSOFA
4. Praises good work N S 0 F A N S 0

5. Tactful NSOFA N S 0

6. Doesn't supervise
enough NSOFA N S 0

7. Quick temper NSOFA N S 0

8. Tells me where I
stand NSOFA NSOFA

9. Annoying NSOFA N S 0

10. Stubborn NSOFA NSOFA
11. Knows job well NSOFA NSOFA
12. Leaves teachers on

their own NSOFA NSOFA
13. Around when needed NSOFA NSOFA
14. Follows through on

his promises NSOFA NSOFA
15. Predictable NSOFA NSOFA
16. Inclined to experiment NSOFA NSOFA
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F A

F A

F A

F A

F A
rs.

F A
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_ease describe you:- teaching job on the following factors:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Fascinating

Routine

Too demanding

Satisfying

Boring

Pleasant

Useful

Tiresome

Challenging

Frustrating

Simple

Endless

Give sense of accom-
plishment

$-1

a)

G3z
N

N

N

N

N

N

NSOFA
N

N

N

N

N

N

Reasonable
Expectation

I-I
4-7

00 CI3

0 0
-cs cocr.
r-i Ci w
al Ci 4 r-.1

En rm4 <4

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

(1)

w
Z

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Actual
Situation

?,
Ca I-I

4-7

0 0
w r6

o CU 0
'1:3 ry' t
r-i Ci w ,...,-
w Ci 4m 0 r.t, <

S 0 F

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A

S 0 F A
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Please describe the students with whom you work on the following factors:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Reasonable Actual
Expectation Situation

1-1

0)
>
W
Z

00
"0
-4
COt'

Cfl

ci

0

Stimulation NSOFA
Slow NSOFA
Ambitious NSOFA
Responsible NSOFA
Easy to make enemies NSOFA
Talk too much NSOFA
Lazy NSOFA
Unpleasant NSOFA
Narrow interests NSOFA
Active NSOFA
Perceptive NSOFA
Hard to understand NSOFA

--I
4.-$

C
Q) ch 0

cc)

0
-r-1

-4

0
W (o

V' 0 Qj '-li ai tr ct
W
$.1

3
,--4

>.
c)

,-40 C.1

c.)
0) 3

F=4 -=4 z tra 0

NSOFA
NSOFA
NSOFA
NSOFA
NSOFA
NSOFA
NSOFA
NSOFA
NSOFA
NSOFA
NSOFA
NSOFA

List below the names of three or four students in your class(es) that you

feel are seen as student leaders. Indicate after each name the letter B
for Black and W for all others.
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Please resT:r....nr;';' iy. nn.: your.
responses r4re ques'iions
onycne -ever-

p, vvr...1

your Le f2',".`,.

him. The prz,..:1'le is e:se
Fill in the ants cr ree.on to coch quo O0. e sure o fill in
one blank c-or each Lluestie you c. hancje ton ansvier he

rrect mark. PLEASE USE LEAD PENCIL.
sure.? tO e7ose thorouhly he

AAT IS YOUR OPINION CONCERNING THIS ADMINISTRATOR'S:

VERBAL FLUEMCY: (Dees ho (.;.;:,:z-(1-ss his ideC:5 smoothIy? s ho articulate?)

201',ISADERATON OF OTI-IEIZS: (lo ho pc..:Ier2I., enderstcmding, considera17-o arid
:ourteous?)

DiTTITUDE- TOWARD HlS JOE:. ( a:Yes ho sho,:-o inerest and enthusiasm toward
us work?)

TECHNICAL COMPETENCE: (Does he have a thorough knowle6ae and under-
Janding of his field?)

4CHIEVEMENT DRIVE: (Does he have the initiative and persistence needed
'o accomplish meaningful goals?)

;UPPORTIVENESS: (Does he support those responsible to him?)

:LEXIBILITY: (Is he able 'co adjust rapidly to changes in plans or procedures?)

'ERFORMANCE UNDER STRESS: (Now does he function under pressure?)

DPENNESS: (Does he consider divergent views?)

ENCO.URAGEMENT OF STAFF PARTICIPATION: (Does he encourage you to
aise questions and express opinions?)

4BILITY TO DELEGATE RESPONSIBILITY: (Does he assign tasks to personnel
:apable of carrying thGrn out?)

NNOVATIVENESS: (Is he filling to try new approaches or methods?)

:UCCESS IN COMMUMICA-ING EXPECTATIONS: (Does he clearly define and
explain what is expected cY :-,taff members?)

:AIRNESS: (Does he treai ::;aE- members in an unbiased and impartial
nanner?)

968). OVER
88

POOR

POOR PAW: AVG. G-COD E>;G.

',TOUR VAIR AVG, GOWD

POOR F-A1R AVG. GOOD Ei

POOR FAIR AVG. GOOD EXC.

P-CoR -;:1/4:1 A V-G-. 66-ob

MoMmin

POOR FAIR AVG. 656-e EXC.

POOR FA.I;F2 AVG. GOOD EXC.

POOR FAIR AVG. GOOD EXC.

POOR FAIR AVG. GOOD ETE.

POOR FAIR AVG. GOOD EXC.

---
POO-R FAIR AVG. GOOD EXC.

POOR FAIR AVG. GOOD EXC. """'

roAcoI nue.01



G2I ".".".`

u-s?

chf.:::

F_2ecisions?)

(To claiectvely evaivate
pro'. prcc.",:ces?)

<1).
,.:±cr?_G tho:e

cin se irrr.r.zr; ociticiency?)
responsible

ho cor.ccious of the problems thut

' hh erric n.os vthe s

GOOD

F:06-R FAIR AVG. G-0-6b

F;O-OR FAIR GOOD F-.`7.

P 0 11 F-AII7I

_
POOR FAIR AVG: G.66-0 EXC.

=.
11111=

MOM=

11M

!Min

OMNI.=

ilm

POOR FAIR AVG. GOOD EXC. --.

(:)::,es his ;oc-10,.ship rest,; (..7.1Ic..i(nn-v.-...nt of r;lutuliy
Poo-R FAIR AVG. GOVD EXC.

groenliz; and uttire in 1.cco:-.1 tcs1.-c!?)

24. 'vVf'31, PLEASE Lis': ONE OR MORE. VLA.:1.,..if.i\IESSI7S CI: THIS /*-\nMINISTRATOR:

25. IF YOU WISH, PLEASE LIST ONE OR MORE STRENGTHS OF THIS ADMINISTRATOR:
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APPENDIX B

CORRESPONDENCE

#1: Letter to teac.hers requesting their cooperation
in the study

#2: Follow-up letter to teachers

1/3: Letter to teachers guaranteeing the confidentiality
of the study
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
EDUCATOR FEEDBACK CENTER

Dear Came of Teacher):

(616) 383-6056 12 BIGELOW HALL
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 0001

We would like to thank you for your excellent cooperation in
our study which, of necessity, has been conducted at a very diffi-

cult time of the school year. In corcluding the study for this year,
we are asking for your reactions to the enclosed instruments:

1. Teacher Opinion Questionnaire
2. 'Idministrator Image Questionnaire
3. Student Opinion Questionnaire

It is interesting to note that most of the teachers have asked
for confidential feedback on the data collected in their classrooms.
Your reactions to the above instruments would be most helpful to us
in interpreting all findings including your classroom verbal inter-
action patterns and student perceptions. As is true with all com-
ponents of the study, your responses will be held in strict confidence.
For your convenience, we have enclosed a stamped self-addressed en-
velope and would appreciate your responses as soon as possible.

Thank you for your assistance.

kw

Sincerely,

William D. Coats, Director
Educator Feedback Center

I would like to receive feedback from the study. Please mail to:

(Your name)

(Address)
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
EDUCATOR FEEDBACK CENTER (616) 383-6056

Dear (Name of Teacher):

12 BIGELOW HALL
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 44001

We hope that you have had an opportunity to complete the forms given
to you just before the close of school. If not, enclosed is another packet.
We have already received most of the packets from your fellow teachers, and
hope to have the remainder within a week. Completing the forms takes less
than fifteen minutes, and returning the items in the self-addressed, stamped
envelope takes only a moment-.

No matter what action is finally taken regarding the busing program by
the Board of Education, the data gathered in this study are extremely impor-
tant for use in looking at any kind of changes that may develop. Much of the
data has already been prepared for computer analysis. If you desire to have
the feedback from your class(es), complete the form at the bottom of this let-
ter and enclose in the return envelope with the completed forms. A profile of
how all of your students viewed your class and an analysis of the verbal ex-
changes will be provided. Assistance in interpreting and using the data will
be made available early in the fall at no cost to you.

Once again, we wish to assure you of the confidentiality of all indiv-
idual responses. No one will ever be viewed as an individual, nor will any
single group of teachers from one school, for example, be isolated. All
analyses will be group based; e.g., all the students in a class will have
their responses averages and all of the elementary teachers in the entire
study will have their responses averaged.

Please fill out the forms now and mail today. We want to have as com-
plete data as possible, Thank you for your fine cooperation and assistance.

Sincerely,

Bill Coats

I would like to receive feedback from the study. Please mail to:

(your name)

(address)
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
=11M

EDUCATOR FEEDBACK CENTER (616) 383-6056 12 BIGELOW HALL
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 49001

Dear (Name of Teacher):

It is very important for purposes of the study in which your class is
involved that we get feedback from students. We need to know how children
feel about various components of the classroom. I, as director of this
project, guarantee that no one in your school system will ever know how
students in your class responded to the questionnaires which we are asking
your permission to administer. As is true with the measures of verbal
interaction patterns, I will share the feedback with you, and you alone,
if you request it. Incidentally, thousands of teachers throughout the
United States have found this type of feedback to be helpful as indicated
by their use of services of the Educator Feedback Center which I direct
at Western Michigan University.

Be assured that the items in the questionnaire are solid from a
research point of view. Considerable experimentation regarding these
items has been conducted in many different research settings over a period
of several years, and we feel that reactions of students to Lhe questionnaire
are extremely valuable. Our primary purpose for administering the ques-
tionnaires is to determine if there is a relationship between verbal inter-
action patterns and student perceptions of the learning environment as these
relate to racial composition of classrooms. The monitor administering the
questionnaires in each classroom is competent to interpret and explain the
questions so as to obtain student rr,actions based on the entire year of
experience in your classroom rather than on just this particular day.

We appreciate your cooperation up to now and hope you find this
request to be a reasonable one. If not, feel free to decline to participate.
Again, thank you very much for your assistance, and if you have any questions,
feel free to call me at 383-1998.

WDC/aeh
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Sincerely,

William Coats, Ph. D.
Director
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APPENDIX C

GUIDELINES AND INFORMATION FOR
CLASSROOM OBSERVERS AND MONITORS
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OBSERVER GUIDELINES

1. Purpose of the study: To observe the verbal interaction patterns of a
classroom and to find out how students see the classroom. We are not evaluating
teachers, students, curriculum; we are not evaluating human relations or per-
sonalities.

2. Do check in with school office when you enter a building.

3. Contact each teacher on Tuesday afternoon, June 8. Introduce self: tell
teacher what you will be doing and arrange a time schedul,a for as mer:y of the
seven hours as possible.

4. Do tell the teacher or principal my coordizator is
A message for him can be placed at phone nymber 383-1994.

5. Do know why you are in building and classrcem. Work _utt a brief statement to
explain your presence.

6. Do obtain a tentative schedule of teacher's total grc-- activities schedule
by h-OTI:r and by day.

7. Don't try to be an evaluator. Offer no opinions. No advice. Don't be any-
thing but an impartial collector of data!

8. Don't discuss observations with anyone! (Principal, students, neighbors, teach-
ers,friends, or relatives).

9. Don't eat, smoke, or fraternize with any school personnel. Go to your car or
elsewhere for lunch, to smoke, or to take a break. Lunch is from 11:30 to 12:40.

10. Don't spend time in the teachers' lounge.

11. Drop point for tally sheets: at the end of each day's observation turn in the
complete tally sheets to the Dean's Office, 2nd floor of Sangren Hall, Room 2306.
Extra forms are also available from that office.

12. Do act in a polite, impartial manner at all times!

13. Do remember your job at all times and do it!
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STUDENT OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions for Monitors

APPROACHING THE TEACHER:

1. Greet the teacher before class begins

2. Present the teacher with the introductory letter from Dr. Coats

3. If there are no objections by the teacher, request 15 minutes of
class time to allow students to complete the questionnaire. Try
to get the time immediately--otherwise schedule a convenient time.

4. Prciuid .,:f. the teacher with a copy of the questionnaire if she
requests one.

5. Indica-Le to the teacher that it is important that she not be
present while the questionnaire is being administered.

ADMINISTERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE:

1. Read the following instructions, exactly as written, to the class:
"Please answer the following questions honestly and frankly. Do not
give your name. To encourage you to be frank, your regular teacher
is absent from the classroom while these questions are being answered.
Neither your teacher nor anyone else at your school will ever see
your answers."

2. Make sure that students understand that they should answer the questions
regarding their regular teacher and not concerning you, the temporary
substitute in charge.

3. Be sure that students understand that they should think about the whole
year when responding to the questions.

4. Be sure all students urlarstand what they are to do--elementary stu-
dents should complete the examples before proceeding to the actual ques-
tions.

5. When administering the questionnaire to elementary students, monitors
should read each question and possible response slowly and clearly--
repeat question and possible response. Check to make sure that the
students are completing the questionnaire properly.

6. After the questionnaire is completed, collezt the forms in such a way
that black students and white students are separated. Place forms in
the envelope provided and seal.
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